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A single period inventory model is considered for
supporting an overhaul depot. Demand for any stocked item
is assumed to come from several repair lines, aach of which
has a different demand distribution and unit shortage cost.
An approximation for the expected shortage costs was
proposed by McMasters. This thesis evaluates the accuracy
of that approximation as well as two additional ones
proposed by the author. For the case of independent Poisson
distributions two of the approximations are shown to give
the exact expected shortage costs. Simulations were needed
to evaluate the accuracy of the approximation formulas for
binomially and normally distributed customer demands. By
imposing restrictions on the range of certain parameters,
acceptable levels of accuracy can be achieved for the two
approximations. The imposed restrictions leave sufficient
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INVENTOR? MODELS
Inventory models have been developed and used to deter-
mine the optimal policy for running inventory systems since
1915. The objective is usually to minimize the annual
expected variable costs associated with running the inven-
tory system. Usually the costs are aggregated under three
cost categories:
1. The order costs depend on the frequency of orders for
resupply.
2. The holding, costs are those costs associated with
carrying stock in the inventory system.
3. The shortage costs are those costs which are incurred
whenever the system runs out of stock.
tfhen a specific model is constructed and applied to a
real world situation two additional goals tend to be sought.
The first objective is to reflect within the model the rele-
vant features of the specific type of real world situation
to a satisfying degree. The second objective is to limit
the costs associated with applying the inventory model.
Thase costs consist mainly of costs of data collection, data
transfer,and computation. In general, a better result in
attaining one goal implies a reduction in fulfilment of the
other goal.
This thesis will consider that special class of inven-
tory models known as the single period model. Such a model
attempts to determine an optimal quantity of au item to buy
and stock which will minimize the holding and shortage costs
over the period's duration. Order costs are usually ignored
because an order is assumed to be placed at the start of
every given period.
B. DETERMINING THE SHORTAGE COST
Of the three cost categories the shortage costs are
usually the most difficult to express in Hollar values
because the data needed to evaluate such costs is seldom
available in a readily useable form. It typically is
included as part of overhead costs or indirect costs.
Assuming that shortage costs can be quantified, the
usual approach is to associate the event of 'no delivery 1
with a fixed number of dollars for each item not delivered
immediately upon request. This can be refined by adding a
time-dependent dollar cost which is a linear function of the
length of the time period between the occurrence of the
shortage and the end of the period. An implicit assumption
is that the customer population is homogeneous.
This thesis, considers the case where the customer popu-
lation is not homogeneous. In this case several different
major customers are assumed and there is a different demand
distribution and fixed unit shortage cost for each major
customer. The unit shortage cost is assumed to be constant
for each customer.
C. THE NABF MODEL
The specific model considered in this thesis is the
single period model presented by .IcMasters [Ref- 1]. That
model is intended to provide supply support for overhauls of
repairable aircraft systems done by Naval Air Rework.
Facilities (NARF's). The following assumptions apply:
1. Within the modelled single period, repair parts are
needed for the overhaul of different end items. Each
end item can be viewed as a different major customer.
During the repair of an end item, a demand for a
given part occurs with probability p, where p is
greater than zero , ( and no demand will occur with
probability (1-p) )- Demands are satisfied on a
"first-come, first-served" basis.
2. The repair cycles for each type of end item are
nonoverlapping and one cycle immediately follows its
predecessor. There may be a different number of
repair cycles per period for different end items.
3. A fixed unit shortage cost is associated with a
specific end item. This unit shortage cost may be
different for different end items.
4. The quantity to buy for inventory is computed and
placed in stock at the beginning of each quarter
(period) and no replenishment during ttie quarter is
allowed. It is assumed that the supporting Naval
Supply Center (NSC) maintains the stock or will
obtain it by the beginning of the quarter when it is
" needed.
fiithin this setting the expected shortage ~osts for the
period are a function only of:
1. The customer specific fixed unit shortage cost;
2. The order in which demands occur during the period;
3. The initial stock available to satisfy iemand.
When a demand occurs, the amount demanded is one unit
and the order in which each demand occurs depends on the
probability distribution of the inter-demand times for each
customer, where the inter-demand time is the time between
successive occurrences of demand by that customer. The
total demand by each customer during the period is binoni-
ally distributed and is assumed to be stochastically inde-
pendent of the demand of any other customer.
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HcMasters suggested an approximation formula for the
expected shortage cost per period (two customers) [Ref. 1].
expected shortage rrx _ic^ f ^/^ f r y///,,,-//
cost per period = 7r~TT/ ~ 'i L 7JL(.xjc/^/"j. ' <&> y
or, for discrete demands,
Tlj. ,Uj.









x.= demand per period, customer 1 ;
x^ = demand per period, customer 2 ;
_/#z = mean demand per period for customer 1 ;
/#2= mean demand per period for customer 2 ;
TZX = unit shortage cost for customer 1 ;
7TL = unit shortage cost for customer 2 ;
f (x) = density function for x.
P (x) = probability mass function for x
The first term attempts to approximate the average unit
shortage cost. The second term evaluates the expected
number of shortages per period. The first term represents a
convex combination of /^ and 7^ weighted by /^ and/A . Its
range of values is bounded by it, and 7t,. A large value of
/lj_ drives the value of the first term towards rZj_ whereas a
large value of yiL drives it towards 77,
.
Several theses have expanded the work of McMasters.
Slaybaugh [Ref. 2] analyzed the demand data and the rework
schedule during 1980 for the TF-34 aircraft engine being
reworked by NARF at the Naval Air Station Alameda,
California. Combining those data with the engine's bill of
materials, he was able to estimate the probability of
replacement per repair action and conducted a parametric
analyses to study the relationship between the shortage and
surplus costs.
1 1
Asselin [Ref. 3] applied dynamic programming in order to
expand the single period model to a multi-period model. The
development of a "good" formula for the expected shortage
costs per period in the single period model is a basic
building block for an efficient multi-period moiel.
D. POBPOSE
The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the approxima-
tion for the shortage cost term suggested by acHasters and
to investigate alternatives to that approximation.
E. PEEVIEW OF ANALYSIS
Chapter II shows that McHasters' approximation formula
provides the exact expected shortage costs per period in
case of an arbitrary number of mutually independent Poisson
distributed customer demands. Because Monasters ' approxima-
tion formula does not provide the exact expected shortage
costs per period in case of binomial distributed customer
demands, other approximation formulas are presented in
Chapter III.
Simulation is then used in Chapter IV to VI to evaluate
the performance of the different approximation formulas.
Chapter IV describes the simulation methodology. Chapter V
contains simulation results and discussion foe the case of
two customers each with binomiaily distributed demands.
Chapter VI expands the analysis to more than two customers.
The normal distribution is used to approximate tne sum of
the binomial demand distributions and Monasters' approxima-
tion formula is applied. This procedure is then analyzed by
running simulations.
A final summary with conclusions and recommendations is
presented in Chapter VII.
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II* POISON DISTRIBUTED COSTOHER DEMANDS
A. PRELIMINARY REMARKS
Suppose that demands for each customer can be described
by independent Poisson processes. In general, the Poisson
distribution is often used to model infrequent random
events. For instance, the UICP inventory model of the
US Navy for consumable items assames the very low demand
items to be Poisson distributed ( an average demand of 1
unit or less per year ) .
If the Poisson assumption is valid then the expected
shortage costs per period are exactly egual to HcMasters'
approximation and can be easily derived using conditional
probability arguments. Because McMasters' approximation
formula basically multiplies an average of the unit shortage
costs by the expected number of shortages per period it will
be named • monovariabie approximation formula' (i.e. only the
sum varies) .
B. COMPUTATION OF CONDITIONAL EXPECTED VALOE
Eoss [Ref. 4 pp. 75-76] determines the conditional
expected value of Xj- given X L * ... + X P^ = x, where
X±t ... ,X U are independent Poisson random variables with
means^ , ... ,Un . l
First the conditional probability that X L = k given
X^ + ... + X^ = x is calculated:
*Ross computes the conditional expected value for the
case of two Poisson distributions. His path of reasoning is
applied here to compute the conditional expected value in
case of n Poisson distributions for any n > 2.
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P {Xi= l<(X± f r'Xj ,
P£x^k,X^ • fx'„ = x j
P{x^k,X^ •rXr.- x - k}
p{Xi+- + X* ax j




k i r* - k ) i
k / (x- k)




kM± CMz /*/* )
(x-k)
K) fa* M*) K (/<jr +/£* )(/*!* +/tn ) (-k.
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/<*+ v^
Therefore the conditional distribution of X
j_
given
X, + ... + X„ = x is the binomial distribution with pararae-
By symmetry it follows that theters x and Mi.
,4t t - */"n
conditional distribution of X [ given X,+ ... ^ a^




for i=1 # ... , n. The associated conditional expected
values are :
E[ X^| Xx + ...X (l =x] = x
M<
A + ~Mn (2.1)
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C. DERIVATION OF THE FORMULA FOB EXPECTED SHORTAGE COSTS
PER PERIOD
Given a shortage occurs, the demand generating the
stockout is due to customer i with probability ----- and the
penalty is 77
c




Now the number of stockouts given x demands in the period is
if x<Y
x-Y if x>Y .
The expected number of stockouts is therefore,
/- (X-Y) P(x),
x=Y+1
where P (X) denotes the probability mass function of X.
Each of these stockouts results in an expected :ost of
Therefore tne total expected shortage costs pec period can
be written as:
i Si, («-*> ><*> .
The last expression is exactly the discrete analog to
the approximation formula derived by HcMasters [Ref. 1]
expanded to an arbitrary number of customer demand
distributions.
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D. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has shown that the monovarible approxima-
tion formula provides a numerically exact value for the
expected shortage cost when the aggregate demand process is
the sum of arbitrary number of mutually independent Poisson
processes. This formula utilizes the closure theorem for
the Poisson distribution, which says that tne sum of inde-
pendent Poisson random variables is again a Poisson random
variable.
Feller [Ref. 5 p. 142] shows that the binomial distribu-
tion with parameters (n,p) converges to the Poisson distri-
bution with parameter ^ = np as n-* oo and p * in such a way
that M. =np remains bounded. So ths Poisson distribution
corresponds to a binomial distribution with large n and
small p.
Since the Poisson is a limit of binomials and since the
formula for expected stockout cost is exact for the Poisson
case, it seems reasonable that the formula might also be
valid for the case in which demands from aach customer
during a period are binomially distributed. Unfortunately,
a single counterexample shows that the shortage cost expres-
sion is not exact for every case in which the demands are
binomial. To see this, consider the case in which there are
two customers as follows:
#Repair cycles Probability of stockout
customer per period demand per cycle cost
1 1 0.9 S 100
2 2 0.1 $ 1,000
We will show that expression (2. 1) is not valid for this
example.
Let Xj. be the total demand in the period by customer i .
Suppose X=X i +X1 =2. Then
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1P(X 1 + Xi =2) = SZ ?(X +X-=2 |X,=lc)i>(X,=k)k=0
1
= ZZ P(X 1=2-k)P(X l =k)
= P (X =2)P(X =0) > P (X =1)P(X =1)
2 1 2 1
= p!o-p ) + C±)p (1-p )p
2 1 2 2 1
= 0.1630
Now, the conditional probabilities are given by:
P(X ± = 0, X->=2)
P (X =0 |X=2) = —--i—'—-±— '—
i P (X=2)
P(Xi =0)P(Xi = 2) (1-Pi)?t
= = = 0.0061
P(X = 2) 0. 1630
P(Xi = 1)P(Xi = 1) (J) Pa. (1 -Pi) P*
P (X =1 |X = 2) = = -= 0.9939
i P (X=2) 0.1630
and, the conditional expectation is:
E[X
1 JX=2] = 0P(X1 =0JX = 2) + 1P(X± = 1|X=2) = 0.9939 (2.2)
Now let us compare (2.2) to the value ^ivan by expres-
sion (2.1); A- = n/Pt', and E[X1 |X=2] = 2 (----*-^-.^ =
1.6364. This is significantly larger than the exact value
(2.2) .
Thus we can see from the simple example that, for small
n and appropriate choices of the Pi,'s, expression (2.1)
provides a poor approximation for E[ X<; j X=x ] when the total
demand in a period from each customer is binomially distrib-
uted. Consequently, the monovariable expression for the
total expected shortage cost will also be in error for tnis
case. However, this example is extreme, and it might be the
case that for some sets of values for the parameters the
monovariable expression provides a reasonable approximation
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for the true shortage cost. We evaluate this possibility in
a later chapter by simulating actual demands and shortages
and comparing the monovariable expression to the average
stockout costs computed over a large number of replications.
Before we proceed to the development of alternative
approximation formulas and to the simulation results, let us
first return to the simple example to understand another
problem that results from the binomial demand situation.
Suppose there is a single spare part to support both
customers; i.e. Y=1. As above, suppose that X = 2. Now, what
is the shortage cost? This cost is either $ 130 or $ 1,000
depending on the sequence in which the demands occurred
during the quarter. Below are three possibilities for which
X=2 ( S corresponds to a demand during the period and ?
corresponds to no demand) .
S F
Case 1: 1 | 1 Case 3: 2 | 1
S F S S
2
, , | j , |
S
Case 2: 1 \ |
F S
2 j j j
In case 3, the stockout cost is clearly $ 1,000. However,
in cases 1 and 2 the stockout cost could be either $ 100 or
$ 1,000 depending on when during a repair cycle that the
demands occurred. If, for example, it is assumed that
demands occur at the end of a repair cycle, tne stockout
cost in case 1 is $ 100, but in case 2 it would be either
$ 100 or $ 1,000. If demands are assumed to occur at tne
beginning of a repair cycle, the stockout cost in case 2
would be $ 1,000, but in case 1 it would be either $ 100 or
$ 1,000 depending on what kind of rule is used to determine
18
which customer gets an item when two or more demands occur
simultaneously.
Fe see, from this example, that the timing of the
demands plays a key role in the determination of the
shortage costs. We examine this issue further in our simu-
lation evaluation in the following chapters.
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III. DERIVATION gp OIHER APPROXIMATION FORMULAS
A. INTRODUCTION
Before simulations are introduced in the next chapter to
evaluate the accuracy of the monovaciable formula for the
-binomial "real world" NARF situation, two further approxima-
tion formulas will be derived. Their accuracy will be eval-
uated along with the monovariable formula.
B. DERIVATION OF THE HYPERGEOMETRIC APPROXIMATION FORMULA
Given two discrete mutually independent demand distribu-
tions PJXjJ and PjjXi) the probability for each possible
demand vector <x t ,xz > can be evaluated from the product of
their probability mass functions, p^x^) P^XjJ .
Next in the conditional setting, i.e. given a realiza-
tion <x1# Xj_> with (Xj_ + x 2 ) > Y an interpretation of random
drawings without replacements suggests an approximation
based on the hypergeometric distribution. Let
x = number of balls in urn [=xx *-x z ) ,
x± = number of balls with associated unit shortage cost n±,
x2
= number of balls with associated unit shoctage cost r^
,
s = number of shortages {= (x^+x^) - y}
.
If s balls are drawn out of an urn containing x balls,
x^ of which have associated unit shortage cost nx and x, of
which have associated unit shortage cost nL then, according
to the formula for the expected value of the hypergeometric











Multiplying each term by the associated unit shortage cost
and summing them yields:
s 7Tjr + s TiL
x + x x + x (3.1)12 12
This expression represents an approxination for the expected
shortage costs per period given x ± , x^, Y and the constraint
that x1 +x 1 >Y.
Because X^ and X^ are mutually independent random vari-
ables, the unconditional approximation for the expected
shortage costs per period can be computed by multiplying
each conditioned approximation with its associated prob-
ability of occurrence and summing these products, i.e.:
I Z>« CO/VXJ-Y)^ *L +^T "*) « (*) « AjJ (3.2)
This sum gives an approximation for the expected shortage
cost per period. Unfortunately, it does not reduce to a
simple formula. The hypergeometric formula is programmed as
tha subroutine HYPGEO in the program provided as Appendix A.
This formula corresponds to the first step of McMasters'
development of his approximation formula [ Ref . 1 ].
C. DERIVATION OF THE CDF APPROXIMATION FORMULA
In the conditional setting the hypergeometric approxima-
tion formula does not reflect any information provided by
the individual demand distributions. To incorporate this
information, an additional weight can be introduced into the
averaging operation in equation (3.1).
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If (x^+x,) > Y t the quantity Y is split into two
subquantities I
±
and YL such that x^ /x, = Yx /Y^ . Suppose
next that the density functions of X± and X^ look like
Figure 1. The areas represent the average height of the
density functions in the indicated regions.
In Figure 1 a relatively small fraction of the prob-
ability mass over the region [0,x.A ] is located in the region
CC± ,x^] whereas a relatively, large fraction of the prob-
ability mass over the region [0,x 1 ] is located in the region
The motivation for the CDF approximation formula is that
the low fraction of probability over (Y^x^] would result in
fewer shortages for customer 1 and the high fraction over
(Yo/ xz3 would result in more shortages for customer 2.
Those fractions of probabilities over the regions (Y± ,Xj_]





Figure 1: Possible Density Functions for X and X
1 2
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Let CDF1 and CDF2 denote the cumulative distribution
functions for X x and X^ respectively. Then the additional
weights f. and f, can be computed by
CDF1 (xx ) - CDF1 (Yj.)
f = ;
1 CDF1 (x 1 )
f =
2
CDF2 (x^) - CDF2 (Y^)
CDF2 (X,)
These weights are then introduced as multipliers in the
averaging operation of the hyper geometric approximation




7T f + s r.__ 77z f (3. 3)
X + X 1 X + X 2 .12 12
The expansion to the unconditioned setting is identical
to the procedure applied when deriving the hypergeometric
formula at the end of the preceding section (i.e. Equation
(3.2) ). The CDF approximation formula is programmed as the
subroutine SUBCDF in the program provided as Appendix A.
D. COHMEHTS ON THE TWO DERIVED APPROXIMATION FORMULAS
In case of the monovariable formula there is only one
convex combination of the unit shortage costs computed,
whereas by applying the hypergeometric or CDF formulas a
convex combination of the unit shortage costs for each
possible demand vector must be computed. It might be that
computing the convex combinations within the conditioned
setting proviies better approximations than the monovariable
formula.
In comparing these approximations under the Poisson
distribution of Chapter II, the monovariable formula and the
hypergeometric formula provide the same numerical results in
the cases of mutually independent Poisson and binomially
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distributed demands when the latter is such that p,=p for
all i.
The suggested CDF formula attempts to refine the hyper-
geometric approximation formula. However, it requires the
computation of the subguantities Yj_ and Yt_. If Yx and Y :
are not integers, a interpolation of the individual cumula-
tive distribution functions has to be performed in order to
compute the weights f^ and f^. An alternative approach would
be to round Y± and Y2. to the nearest integer. Unfortunately,
both approaches cause distortions, therefore the CDF formula
was not evaluated by running simulations in the Poisson
situation. However, it is intuitively appealing and should
be evaluated along with the monovariable and hypergeometric
approximation formulas. The main question to be answered as
far as the CDF approximation formula is concerned, is
whether the incorporation of the distributions into the
averaging operation is a step in the right direction.
E. SOMMABI
This chapter provided the arguments leading to the two
further approximation formulas, called the hypergeometric
approximation formula and the CDF approximation formula.
Simulation is required to determine the accuracy to be
expected from applying the three approximation formulas in
the binomial "real world" situation of the NARF model.
24
IV. DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF SIMULATIONS
A. PRELIMINARY REMARKS
If the individual customer demands are binomially
distributed with possibly different Pl's and a{'s there is,
based upon the knowledge of the author, no closed form
expression available which provides the exact value for the
expected shortage costs per period. Therefore simulation
was used in order to estimate the accuracy of the approxima-
tion formulas. 2 However, as with any simulation, it will
provide only an estimate of the actual value of the expected
shortage costs. The precision of the estimate gained from
simulation is almost exclusively determined by the number of
simulated periods (replications) .
B. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE AND RANDOM NOMBER GENERATOR
The simulation programs were written in FORTRAN WATFIV.
WATFIV allows straightforward structured programming which
improves the readability and verifiability of a program.
The WATFIV compiler provides a large set of error checks and
gives, in case of errors, uncoded and precise error
messages. A further reason is the availability of a WATFIV
specific debugging mode at the Naval Postgraduate School
which eases testing of a program.
2 In the early stages of the research done for this
thesis the author had written simulation programs for up to
four customers whose demands per period were assumed to be
Poisson distributed. The simulations suggested that the
values of the approximation formula were in fact the exact
expected shortage costs per period. Driven by this evidence
the author finally succeeded in finding an analytical proof
for the case of a Poisson setting.
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The basic prerequisite for any Monte Cario type of simu-
lation is the availability of proper random numbers. The
simulation programs use ' LLRANDOMII' , the Naval Postgraduate
School Random Number Generator Package [Ref. 6]. This
package has been tested thoroughly and is well validated.
It generates very good pseudo random numbers.
C. SIMULATION OUTPUT ANALYSIS FOR MEAN ESTIMATE
During simulation many independent observations (repli-
cations) of the shortage cost per period are obtained.
Because, in the context of this thesis, the interest is
limited to the mean of the shortage costs per period, a
straightforward output analysis can be applied. 3
The sample mean is used to estimate the mean of the
shortage cost per period. It is unbiased and has minimum
variance. Dividing the sample variance by the number of
replications gives an unbiased estimate for the variance of
the mean estimate. It represents the estimated precision of
the mean estimate derived from simulation.
1 • Notation
C - scalar random variable, shortage cost per period
C - sample average
n - number of replications
sd - standard deviation
Var- variance





3 The reasoning presented in this section is mainly










By the Central Limit Theorem the distribution of the
sample average of any random variable with a well-defined
mean and variance approaches more and more the normal
distribution as the size of the sample becomes larger and
larger. In general if there are more than twenty indepen-
dent observations in a sample the normal distribution is
assumed to provide a sufficient approximation. Therefore,
when n is sufficiently large, the random variables
C - E[C]
sd (C)
(n - 1) Var(C)
Var (C)
are distributed as a standard normal and a chi-squared
distribution with (n-1) degrees of freedom, respectively.
Both statistics are independent, therefore
sd(C)
has a Student's t-distribution with (n-1) degrees of free-
dom. Because the t-distribution converges to the normal
distribution with increasing n it can be assume! that
C - E[C]
sd(C)
is distributed as a standard normal random variable.
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For the unknown true mean, a confidence interval can be
computed with (I-**) as the preassigned confidence level:
P { £CC] wiihn C t Z* icfCZ)} = 1 - *
where Z* represents the standard normal deviate.
To increase the precision of the estimated mean of the
shortage costs per period by a factor of two (i.e. reduce
the estimated standard deviation of the mean estimate to
half of its value) the number of replications has to be
increased fourfold. In general, as far as mean estimation
through simulation is concerned, the precision of the esti-
mate is directly proportional to the square root of the
factor by which the number of replications gets increased.
All simulations run in connection with this thesis generated
sample sizes far beyond one thousand.
D. OOTPDT ANALYSIS FOB SIMULATED TWO BINOMIAL DEMAND
SOURCES
There are four different categories of " parameters:
number of repair cycles per period, probability of one
demand during one repair cycle, unit shortage cost, and the
purchased quantity. Each of these parameters is a candidate
for causing deviations of the numerical results of the three
approximation formulas from the actual shortage costs per
period- The tests of all three approximation formulas were
restricted to two binomial demand sources in order to more
easily identify those parameters which most affect the accu-
racy of the approximations.
The output tableau of the simulation program and expla-
nations of its entries are provided as Appendix F. The
simulation results presented in Chapter V for the different
settings display only those values from this tableau which
are of intermediate interest.
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS FOE TffQ DEMAND SOURCES
A. PRELIMINARY REMARKS
The program to perform the simulations for two demand
sources is provided as Appendix A to this thesis. The
following sections of this chapter have the following
structure:
1. Purpose of the chosen parameter setting;
2. Presentation of the simulation results;
3. Analysis of the simulation results.
B. FIRST SIMULATION SETTING
In the first simulation setting the number of repair
cycles and the initial seed are fixed for all runs. The p's
and Y vary to analyze their influence on the precision of
the approximation formulas. In Tables 1-4 the unit shortage
costs are $ 100 and $ 1,000 for demand source 1 and demand
source 2, respectively. In Table 5 the unit shortage cost
for source 2 was reduced from $ 1,000 to $ 203 in order to
analyze the effect of a lower variability among the unit
shortage costs on the accuracy of the approximations.
For each table the purchased quantity Y is a specific
multiple of the sum of expected demands per period from
both demand sources. The value of I is always rounded to
the nearest integer. However, ¥ was increased by at least
one unit in the sequence of Tables 1-4 in order to examine
the influence of a change in Y on the accuracy of the
approximations.
The simulation results presented in this and the
following section are arranged in tableaus consisting of




cost SD/MEAN 5 y
DEVMON 6 DEVHYP • V.HL1Q21-
The meanings and units of the abbreviations are the same
as described in Chapter IV, section D. In the tableaus, P1
and P2 denote the p values for the binomial distributions
for demand source 1 and demand source 2, respectively. The
maximal sum of both demands per period is 9 units for
Tables 1-5.
1 • Parameter Se tting for^Tables ,1-4:.
Number of time units 2
Number of repair cycles (1) 4
Number of repair cycles (2) 5
Unit shortage cost(1) $ 100.-
Unit shortage cost (2) 3 1000.-
Initial seed for all runs: s 150449
*The observed sample mean for shortage costs per
period derived from the simulation.
5 The observed standard deviation for the sample mean
divided by the sample mean provides a measure (in percent)
of the precision of the simulation.
6 DeviatioQS of the values of the three different
approximation formulas from the simulation result in
percent.
7 In order to avoid having very large values for Y in
Tables 2-4 for the case of P1=0.1 and P2=0.1, Y=0 was chosen
for that case in Table 1.
8 For all simulations in this section the same initial
seed was used in order to reduce the variability of the
simulation results. Differences in the performance of the
approximation formulas between the tables are therefore
mostly due to different levels of 5f.
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p; .5 .7 .9
9 A string of three asterisks (='***') indicates that
because Y is equal to the maximal demand per period no
shortages were observed for that specific parameter set.
Therefore no deviations could be computed.
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Table 4: Y About 30% Above Mean Demand
P1
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6 . Table_5: Al l P arameters but Jnit Shortage Co st(2)
Identical to Tab le 4, U£it_Shortaae_Costl2) $ 200



























































































1 °The number of replications had to be increased from
10,000 to 50,000 and finally to 100,000 in order to get the
level for thesame precision
1-5
simulation result for Tables
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7
. Analysis. of the Simulation Results^
The following summary contains the average absolute











Table 1: : 0.35 mean 7.4 5.3 13.8
Table 2 : mean 15.6 11.4 19. 5
Table 3. : 1.15 mean 23.2 18.5 24. 5
Table 4, 1.30 mean 30.5 24. 7 38.5
Table 5: 1.30 mean
with reduced unit shor-
tage cost variability
14. 8 12.2 19.0
In this setting the hypergeometric formula shows
slightly more accurate results than the monovariable
formula. The CDF formula shows significantly less accurate
results than the two other formulas.
Tables 1-4 reveal that for all three approximations the
accuracy of the approximations decreases as Y increases.
The accuracies of the approximations are highly depen-
dent on the ratio of the two unit shortage costs of the two
demand sources. If both unit shortage costs were the same,
the problem is reduced to approximating the expected number
of shortages per period. The higher the variability of the
unit shortage costs, the less accurate is the approximation
of the expected shortage costs per period. To illustrate
this property, the variability of the unit shortage costs
was set lower in Table 5 than in Tables 1-4. As can be seen
whan Table 5 is compared to Table 4, the change of unit
shortage cost (2) from $ 1,000 to $ 200 reduces the inaccura-
cies of the approximations to half of their former size.
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Although Table 1 represents simulation results with a
high variability of the two unit shortage costs, the average
absolute deviation for the sixteen runs is 7.4 percent with
a maximal absolute deviation of 16 percent for the monovari-
able approximation. For the nypergeometric formula the
average absolute deviation is 5.3 percent with a maximum
absolute deviation of 13 percent. These results suggest
that the monovariable and the hypergeometric formulas
provide an acceptable accuracy when Y is less than the mean
of the sum of both demands. Therefore, further analyses
will be restricted to settings where Y is ejual or greater
than the mean of the sum of demands.
C. SECOND SIMULATION SETTING
In this setting the number of repair cycles per demand
source were equal. To analyze the effect of smaller
increases of Y the three levels ace now: Y = mean, Y= 1.10
mean (i.e. only 10 percent increase), and Y= 1.25 mean. The
values of P1 and P2 were taken to be 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.9.
1 . Parameter Setting for Tables 6-8^
Number of time units 10
Number of repair cycles (1) 10
Number of repair cycles (2) 10
Unit shortage cost(1) $ 1000.-
Onit shortage cost(2) $ 100.-
Initial seed for all runs: 40 150
34





















































































3. Table 7; Y About 10 J? Above Mean Demand 11
































































































































































1 iThe Y's of Table 7 are at least one unit larqer than
in Table 6; the Y's of Table 8 are at least one unit larger
than in Table 7-
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5 . Analysis of the Simulation Results:,
The average absolute deviations (in percent) of the










Table 6: : Y = mean 4. 9 3.6 16.0
Table 7: Y = 1. 10 mean 7.5 3.4 17. 1
Table 8 : Y = 1.25 mean 11.1 4.4 26. 2
Tables 6-8 indicate again the relatively strong depen-
dence of the accuracy of the approximations on the size of Y
relative to the mean. Although the variability of the unit
shortage costs is high, the monovariable and the hypergeoce-
tric formulas seem to provide acceptable accuracy even for
the case where Y =1.25 mean. Within this very special
setting all three approximations indicate tnat the accuracy
decreases slightly as the difference between PI and P2
increases. However, Tables 1-8 do not indicate in ail cases
that the precision of the approximations increase as the p
values decrease, as might be expected from the fact that the
Poisson distribution is the limiting distribution for the
binomial distribution when n becomes large and p becomes
small.
D. THIRD SIMULATION SETTING
This setting is a variation on the first setting. In
order to get a more general survey about the performances of
the approximation formulas the initial seeds and all parame-
ters but the unit shortage costs ace different for each run.
The unit shortage costs are restricted to $ 100 and $ 1,000.
One row refers to one simulation run.
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1 • I_ki§_9__Ruji s_jtfith__id_ly__Var zi.ng._Pa rame ters
N1 N2 PI P2 Pi1 Pi2 MU Y SEED DEVMON DEVHYP DEVCDF 12
1 3 0.8 0.6 1000 100 2.6 3 259 283 230 506
3 4 C.2 0.7 100 1000 3.
a
4 999 -12 -1
5 3 0.6 0-4 100 1000 4.2 5 255 14 27 22
9 4 0.2 0.8 100 1000 5.0 8 100 236 136 377
3 7 0.6 0.1 1000 100 2.5 3 777 32 10 36
6 5 '0.4 0.9 100 1000 6.9 7 654 30 14 59
7 2 0.8 0.1 1000 100 5.8 7 379 -2 -12 -8
3 4 0.6 0.4 1000 100 3.4 5 111 84 52 111
6 1 0.7 0.5 100 1000 4.7 5 7 98 113 151
2 7 0.8 0.6 1000 100 5.8 6 825 245 216 355
3 2 0.5 0.7 100 1000 2.9 3 900 32 20 33
7 4 0.2 0.9 1000 100 5.0 5 693 -24 3 -50
5 9 0.6 0.3 1000 100 5.7 7 387 17 4 33
3 11 0.1 0.7 100 1000 8.0 9 951 -1 -4 -1
6 7 0.4 0.6 1000 100 6.6 8 291 22 34 15
Each run: 20,000 replications
2 . Analysis gf_the Simulation Res ul ts:
The average absolute deviations (in percent) are:
DEVMON = 74. 7, DEVHYP = 60.1, and DEVCDF = 117.5. These
error deviations are relatively large. However, a reduction
in the variability of the unit shortage cost to $ 100 and
$ 200 would reduce the average absolute deviations by about
one-half demonstrated in Tables 4 and 5.
12Abbreviations in Table 9:
N1 - number of repair cycles (1)
N2 - number of repair cycles (2)
P1 - p parameter ( 1
)
P2 - p parameter (2)
Pi1 - unit shortage costM)
Pi2 - unit shortage cost (2)
MU - expected sum of demand per period
Y - purchased quantity
seed - initial seed used for result in current row
DEVMON, DEVHYP, and DEVCDF represent the deviations of
the approximations from the simulation result in percent.
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E. FOURTH SIMULATION SETTING
This simulation setting is similar to both the second
and third setting. As in the second setting, the number of
repair cycles is the same for both demand sources. As in
the third setting, the parameters have row by row comparable
values. A comparison between corresponding rows in Table 9
and Table 10 should indicate whether the performances of the
approximation formulas improve if the lower number of repair
cycles is increased such that both demand sources have the
same number of repair cycles. The ratio Y/^1U is about tne
same as in Table 9.
1 . Table 10: Identic al Parameters as Table 9; But N1=N2
N1 N2 P1 P2 Pil Pi2 MU Y SEED DEVMON DEVHYP DEVCDF 13
3 3 0.8 0.6 1000 100 4.2 5 175 12 1 34
4 4 0.2 0.7 100 1000 3.6 4 231 11 -3 14
5 5 0.6 0.4 100 1000 5.0 6 725 -5 5 -15
9 9 0.2 0.8 100 1000 9 12 798 13 -7 28
7 7 0.6 0.1 1000 100 4.9 6 183 7-1 4
6 6 0.4 0.9 100 1000 7.8 8 436 . 10 -3 31
7 7 0.8 0.1 1000 100 6.3 7 123 6-5 6
4 4 0.6 0.4 1000 100 4.0 5 123 9 17
6 6 0.7 0.5 100 1000 7.2 8 190 -4 4 -20
7 7 0.8 0.6 1000 100 9.8 10 850 3 -2 21
3 3 0.5 0.7 100 1000 3.6 4 136 7 -2 17
7 7 0.2 0.9 1000 100 7.7 8 212 -17 15 -4 1
9 9 0.6 0.3 1000 100 8.1 10 187 1 -7 7
11 11 0.1 0.7 100 1000 8.8 10 449 7-1 5
7 7 0.4 0.6 1000 100 7.0 8 725 -1 7 -11
Each run: 20,000 replications
1
3
The abbreviations are the same as for Table 9,
(see preceding footnote)
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2 . Analysis .
o
f the Simulation Results:
The average absolute deviations (in percent) are:
DEVHON = 7.5, DEVHYP = 4.2, and DEVCOF = 18.1. The simu-
lation results establish that the monovariab le and the
hypergeometric approximation formulas provide better accu-
racy when the number of repair cycles is the same for both
demand sources.
F. FIFTH SIMULATION SETTING
The increase of the lower number of repair cycles of
Table 9 such that both demand sources had an equal number of
repair cycles resulted in a dramatic improvement in the
accuracy of all three approximation formulas. This improve-
ment could be caused by two facts. The first is that the
approximations improve when there is an identical number of
repair cycles, as established in the second and fourth simu-
lation settings. The second is that an increase of the
parameter n is one condition for the convergence of the
binomial distribution to the Poisson listribution.
Therefore the improvement could be caused simply by the
increased number of repair cycles.
Table 11 displays results of simulation runs with the
number of repair cycles of one demand source ot Table 10
further increased. The ratio Y/MU is about the same as in
Table 10. Comparison of Tables 9,10, and. 11 provides an
indication of both the impact of increasing the n values and
having them egual in value.
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1 . Table 11: Continuation of Table_1Qi But N1 or N2
Increased
N1 N2 P1 P2 Pi1 Pi2 MU Y SEED DEVMON DEVHYP DEVCDF i*
3 5 0.8 0.6 1000 100 5.4 6 212 43 W 31 W 77 N
5 4 0-2 0.7 100 1000
5 7 0.6 0.4 100 1000
9 10 0.2 0.8 100 1000
9 7 0.6 0.1 1000 100
6 7 0.4 0.9 100 1000
8 7 0.8 0.1 1000 100
4 6 0.6 0.4 1000 100
6 8 0.7 0.5 100 1000
7 9 0.8 0.6 1000 100
5 3 0.5 0.7 100 1000
7 8 0.2 0.9 1000 100




9 7 0.4 0.6 1000 100
Each run: 20,000 replications
2 . Analysis_gf _the Simulation Results:
The average absolute deviations (in percent) are:
DEVMON = 12.9, DEVHYP = 14.9, and DEVCDF = 21.1.
In general, the accuracy of the approximations
decreased. However, when compared to Table 10, the monova-
riable formula improved its performance in 6 out of 15
cases, and the CDF formula in 7 out of 15 cases, whereas the
hypergeometric formula lost accuracy in 14 out of 15 cases.
**The additional letters in columns DEVMON, DEVHYP, and
DEVCDF indicate:
I - improved
E - same level
W - became worse
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3.6 5 542 -2 I -13 W -3 I
5. 8 7 239 -13 H -7 H -23 W
.8 13 822 -1 1 I -26 .K -2 I
6.1 7 17 3 I -3 K 2 I
8.7 9 489 -7 I -17 W 9 I
7. 1 8 899 I -10 w -2 I
4.8 6 117 26 W 15 w 41 W
8.2 9 299 -15 w -10 w -26 W
11 1 1 168 17 w 11 w 33 w
4.6 5 256 20 w 11 » 32 w
8.6 9 437 8 I 51 fl -21 I
9.3 11 219 -1 E -7 T^l 1 J.
9.9 11 612 15 w 5 H 22 w
7.8 9 439 -13 w -7 E -23 T,7
It can be concluded that an increase of the number repair
cycles has a larger improving influence on the accuracy of
the monovariable and the CDF formulas than it has on the
accuracy of the hypergeometric formula. The accuracy of the
Lypergeometric formula is more sensitive to the ratio of N1
to N2 than the two others; if performs best when N1 = N2.
The impact of increasing n can guickly ce seen when the
average absolute deviations of Table 11 are compared to
Table 9.
DEVHON DEVHYP DEVCDF
Table 9: 74.7 60.1 1 17.5
Table 11
:
12.9 14.9 21. 1
Table 9 and 11 display results for very similar param-
eter values. In corresponding rows all parameters values are
identical except N1,N2 and Y. However, in each row of
Table 11 there are increased but unequal numbers of repair
cycles, the Y's of Table 11 are larger than in Table 9 in
order to keep the ratio Y/MU at about the same level for
corresponding rows.
G. SIXTH SIMULATION SETTING
Dp to this point the timing of demands has been assumed
to be at the start of the repair cycle. However, this may
not always be the case at the NAFF; the timing is dependent
on the length of time for teardown and reassembly of a
repairable. It is quite possible that demand for an item
could occur at the end of a cycle when the reapairable is in
its final stage of reassembly. In addition, in Chapter II
we illustrated the impact of the timing of the demands
during the repair cycle on the shortage costs with a simple
example.
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Another assumption has been that, in the event of two
customers simultaneously demanding the last unit in inven-
tory , the supply department would toss a coin to see who
gets the item. However, it is not unreasonable that the
supply department might favor the customer with the higher
expected demand per period.
In this simulation setting demands are assumed to occur
at the end of the repair cycle and, in the case of a tie for
the last unit, the probability that a customer will get it
is the ratio of his mean demand for the period to the total
mean demand from all customers. The simulations were reruns
of Table 9 with "Stage 1 " involving the timing change and
"Stage 2" involving both the timing change and the new
priority rule.
1 . Analysis of the Simulation_Resul ts^
The average absolute deviations (in percent) are:
DEVMON DEVHYP DEVCDF
In Table 9 : 74.7 60. 1 1 17.5
For Stage 1 : 17.8 18.9 21.5
For Stage 2. : 10.1 17. 1 17.7
These results establish with very high significance the
decisive influence of the timing of the demands on the accu-
racies of ail three appproximation formulas. They also
suggest that, if the supply department would consider a
priority scheme based on expected demands rather than
tossing a coin for the last unit, the shortage cost approxi-
mations could be used with more confidence.
Interestingly, the occurrence of demand within the
repair cycle does not matter, when the number of repair
cycles is identical because the cycles are then of identical
length too. In the case of an ecual number of repair
cycles, the order in which demands occur will not change as
42




















Each run: 20,000 replications
long as demands occur at the same point in time within the
repair cycles for both demand sources. This fact explains
the relatively good performance of the approximation
formulas in simulation settings 2 and 4. In the case of an
unequal number of repair cycles the order will generally
change.
H. SEVENTH SIMULATION SETTING
As the number of repair cycles increases, the influence
of the timing of demands within a repair cycle on the accu-



































-6 - 16 7
7 4 7
3 13 -3
Simulation settings 1-6 provided strong evidence that
tha CDF approximation formula is clearly the worst. It
does not provide sufficient accuracy and will be excluded
from further simulations and analysis.
The following restrictions for the parameter values
should ensure an acceptable accuracy for tha monovariable
and the hypergeometric approximation formulas when they are
applied to the binomial NAFF model. The restrictions are
derived from simulation settings 1-6:
1. The number of repair cycles for each demand source is
greater than or equal to 10.
2. The mean of the sum of both demands per period plus
1.50 times its standard deviation is an upper bound
for Y. is
3. The ratio of the larger unit shortage cost to the
smaller is at most three.
Table 13 represents results of simulations which were
run with parameter values within the above restrictions.
1 . Analysis of the Simulation Results:
The average absolute deviations (in percent) are:
DE7M0N = 6.3 and DEVHYP = 5.8. The maximal absolute devia-
tion is 14 percent for the monovariable formula and
16 percent for the hypergeometric formula.
Because the fifteen simulation runs are independent
observations for DEVMON and DEVHYP, nonparametric statis-
tical analysis can be performed. Conover [Bef. 8 p. 118]
provides a nonparametric method for computing tolerance
limits. His method applied to Table 13 establishes that,
with a confidence level of 95 percent, at least 81 percent
15If Y is equal to the mean of the sum of demands per
period plus 1.5 of its standard daviations t shortages will
occur in about one out of 15 periods. This quantification
is a rough estimate derived from the standardized normal
distribution, i.e. P (Z>1 . 5) =0. 067.
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2 • l§WLe_J_3j._Eu ns_wi th_Re s tr ic ted_V ar ling.
Parameters * 6
N1 N2 P1 ?2 MU STD Y Pi1 Pi2 Seed SHCOST DEVHON DEVHIP
10 15 0.2 0.8 14.0 2.0 16
12 18 0.4 0.6 15.6 2.7 19
15 12 0.7 0.6 17.7 2.5 20
10 20 0.3 0.5 13.0 2.7 17
11 22 0. 1 0.9 20.9 1.7 23
21 14 0.3 0.2 9.1 2.6 12
12 16 0.8 0.1 11.2 1.8 13
20 40 0.9 0.9 54.0 2.3 56
10 15 0.2 0.2 5,0 2.0 8
20 15 0.2 0.6 13.0 2.6 16
12 18 0.9 0.5 19.8 2.4 23
13 39 0.4 0.7 32 .5 3.4 37
11 33 .05 0. 1 3.9 1.9 7
18 12 0.2 0.3 7.2 2.3 8
10 4C 0.3 0.5 23.0 3.5 25
Ea~h run: 20,000 replications
of the absolute deviations of the monovariable and hypergeo-
metric formulas will not exceed the maximal absolute devia-
tions of Table 13.
I. SUHHARY AND CONC1DSIONS
This chapter has shown that tne monovariable and the
hypergeometric formulas provide significantly more accurate
results than the CDF formula does. The following additional
100 200 909 28 -1 - 5
300 100 109 19 5 9
100 300 891 33 14 16
3 00 100 510 11 6 1 1
100 300 175 21 3 -2
300 100 175 43 -1
100 250 311 20 -12
100 300 113 55 -13 -13
100 300 975 16 -2 -2
300 100 305 30 -12 -5
100 300 129 18 -11 -4
100 300 610 36 -5 -7
300 100 711 6 5 7
300 100 11 1 1 18 -2
100 300 637 173 -4 -5
16S1D denotes the standard deviation for the sum of botn
demands per period. SHCOST denotes the average value for
the shortage :osts per period as observed during simulation.
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remarks refer to the monovariable and the hypergeomet ric
formulas.
All simulations show a clearly recognizable trend that
the accuracy decreases as Y increases with levels of Y which
correspond to most "real world" situations (i.e. mean -15%,
mean +30%) . This suggests that the approximations are not
good in the upper tails of the demand distributions.
The simulations suggested that the approximations
provide their most accurate results when there is an iden-
tical number of repair cycles. Even in the case of a high
variability of the unit shortage costs (i.a. 3 1,000 and
$ 100 ) , the average absolute deviation from the simulation
results ( simulation settings 2 and 4) is about 10 % for the
moDovariable formula and 5 % for the hypergeomet ric formula.
The variability of the unit shortage costs is an impor-
tant factor for the accuracy of the approximation formulas .
Reducing the variability of the unit shortage costs from
$ 1,000 and $ 100 to $ 200 and 5 100 almost doubles the
accuracy to be expected from both approximations, as was
demonstrated in simulation setting 1.
Simulation settings 4 and 6 suggest that the approxima-
tions perform significantly better when the demands are
assumed to occur at the end of the repair cycle. The influ-
ence of the timing of the demands on the accuracy of the
approximation formulas decreases as the number of repair
cycles increases.
In settings with different numbers of repair cycles per
period the monovariable and the hypergeometric formulas
provide about the same level of accuracy. 3y imposing the
following restrictions for most practical applications an
acceptable level of accuracy can be expected:
1. The number of repair cycles for each demand source is
greater than or equal to 10.
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2. The mean of the sum of both demands per period plus
1.50 times its standard deviation is an upper bound
for Y.
3. The ratio of the larger unit shortage cost to the
smaller is at most three.
More specifically, when observing these restrictions it
is to be expected that, with a confidence level of 95
percent, at least 8 1 percent of the actual absolute devia-
tions of the monovariable formula will not exceed 14
percent, and, in the case of the hypergeometric formula,
they will not exceed 16 percent.
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VI. MORE THAN TWO BINOMIAL DEMAND SOORCES
a. PRELIMINARY REMARKS
This chapter analyzes the situation when there are more
than two demand sources and presents results from the asso-
ciated simulation runs. In particular, it considers the
approximation of the distribution of the sum of demands per
period by the normal distribution.
The computational effort required to use the hypergeome-
tric formula increases very rapidly with an increasing
number of demand sources. Therefore only the monovariable
formula will be evaluated for the case of more than two
individual demand sources.
B. METHODS FOR ESTIMATING THE EXPECTED SHORTAGE COSTS PER
PERIOD
Two basic ways for estimating the expected shortage
costs per period in the case of "many" binomial distributed
demand sources are analyzed in this section. The first is
to simulate the complete period for a sufficient number of
replications to provide the desired precision. If the
desired precision has been prespecified, the number of
necessary replications can be determined by the program
during its execution. This simulating approach gives an
unbiased estimate for the expected shortage costs per period
and, additionally, allows for varying the time at which the
demands are assumed to occur within the repair cycle.
The second way to estimate the expected shortage costs
per period is to apply the monovariable approximation
formula. However, before applying the monovariable formula
the distribution for the aggregate demand has to be
computed.
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In the case of "many" binomially distributed demand
sources with different p parameters there are essentially
four approaches for computing the distribution of aggregate
demand:
1. The first approach is to estimate the distribution of
the sum of demands per period by simulation. The
demand occurrences during the period are simulated
and added up to get one observation for the sum of
demands per period. This is repeated for a specified
number of replications. The observed empirical
distribution for the sum of demands during simulation
can be taken as an estimate for the distribution of
the sum of demands per period.
2. The second approach is to compate the exact distribu-
tion of the sum of demands. However, the number of
computations for computing the exact distribution
grows as a factorial expression whereas the number of
computations performed during simulation only grows
approximately linearly along with the number of
demand sources. For instance, if there are five
demand distributions with <6 ,7 ,8 ,9 , 10> repair cycles
per period, then a five-fold convolution is required
which incorporates 7x8x9x10x11 = 55,140 iterations.
3. There are two analytical approximating methods which
can reduce the huge number of computations involved
in finding the distribution of the sum of the demands
per period. One approach is to approximate the indi-
vidual binomial distributions by Poisson
distributions
.
4. The second analytical method is to approxima te the
individual distributions by_ normal distributions.
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C. APPROXIMATION OF THE SDH OF DEMANDS BY THE NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION
An advantage of the mo novariable approximation formula
is that it does not require the consideration of all
possible permutations. It requires oniy the distribution of
the sum of demands per period. Therefore it can be applied
when the individual binomial distributions are approximated
by normal distributions. The sum of normal random variables
is again normally distributed. Its mean and variance are
the sum of the individual means and variances [Ref. 9
p.405].
The Poisson distribution could also be used as an
approximation since the sum of Poisson distributed random
variables is a Poisson random variable whose mean is the sum
of the individual means. [Ref- 9 p. 405].
The advantage of the normal distribution over the
Poisson is that it has two parameters. One parameter deter-
mines the level (=mean) and the other one the spread
(=variance) . The effects of the two parameters are mutually
independent and permit the modelling of a wider variety of
demand behavior. Therefore the normal distribution is often
preferred over the Poisson distribution when one attempts to
fit a theoretical distribution to an empirical distribution.
A continuity correction was used to reduce the error of
approximating a discrete distribution with a normal distri-
bution. If, for instance, the probability associated with
the integer I is to be computed, the normal approximation
with continuity correction uses the area under the normal
density from (I - 0.5) to (I + 0.5) to approximate the
probability.
A further reason for using the normal distribution is a
consequence of the Central Limit Theorem. From the Central
Limit Theorem it follows that as the number of demand
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sources increases, the aggregate distribution of demands per
period will be increasingly better approximated by the
normal distribution.
D. RUNNING THE SIMULATION
In case of an arbitrary number of demand distributions
the monovariable approximation formula uses an approximating
distribution to evaluate the expected number of shortages
per period. Therefore, deviations between the result of
simulation and the monovariable approximation formula when
aggregate demand is assumed to be normally distributed might
be caused by both the process of applying the approximation
formula and this use of the normal distribution.
The output tableau of the simulation program is basi-
cally an extension of the output tableau described in
Chapter 4, section D of this thesis. To enable an efficient
output analysis, the program provides more kay statistics
than the former program for two binomial demand
distributions.
NGFDMD= 21 #0F TIME 0NITS= 30 2 REPLI=50000 I-SEED= 909
#0F REP- PROBA- UNIT-SHORT. FIT^
CYCLES BILITY MEAN COST N*P N*Q
1: 10 1: 0.20 1: 2.00 1: 100.00 2.0 8.0
2: 15 2: 0.80 2: 12.00 2:
,
200.00 12.0 3.0
TOTAL MEAN= 14.00 TOTAL S-DEV= 2.00* Y= 15 MAX-DMD= 25
SIMULATION: AVE-COST= 28.365 #of SH0R'S = 0.1525 6
SHSIMU= ^Q.30% SD-C0ST= 0.42 7 SD-#OF SH'S = 0.0023 7
NORMAL-APPROXIM. : A7E-C0ST= 30.01 #0F SH0R'S= 0.1616
SUMMARY STATISTICS:
SD/AVE= 1.47%8 *PISIMA= 185. 97$* PINORA= 135.71$i°
DE7MON= 5.83%n DE7NSH= 5.97%i2 DEVPIA= -0.14%* 3
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1. Number of demand sources;
2. Number of time units per period;
3. The last two columns indicate how well the individual
binomial distribution might be approximated by an
normal distribution. In general, n*p and n* (1-p)
should both have at least a value of fxva to ensure a
sufficient fit for the individual distribution.
However, applying the monovariable formula incorpo-
rates only the distribution of aggregate demands.
With an increasing number of demand sources it is to
be expected that according to the Central Limit
Theorem the approximation of the aggregate demand
distribution will be by far better than indicated by
the N*P and N* (1 -P) values for the individual
distributions.
4. Standard deviation of the sum of demands;
5. Estimated expected shortage costs per period;
6. Average number of shortages per period as they were
observed during simulation.
7. The observed standard deviations for the estimates
give a numerical hint about the precision of the
estimates.
8. The observed standard deviation of the sample mean
divided by the sample mean of the shortage costs per
period.
9. Average unit shortage costs derived from the simula-
tion, i.e. accumulated observed shortage costs
divided by the observed number of shortages.
10. Average unit shortage costs weighted by the means of
the individual demand distributions corresponding to
the way the monovariable approximation formula uses
these weights.
11. Deviation of the result of the monovariable approxi-
mation formula from the estimate for the expected
shortage costs per period derived from simulation.
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12. The deviation of the average number of shortages used
by the monovariable approximation formula from the
average number of shortages as observed during
simulation.
13. The deviation of the mean weighted average unit
shortage cost computed when applying ths monovariable
approximation formula from the observed average unit
shortage cost. DEVNSH and DEVPIA provide a rough
means for distinguishing whether the deviation
between simulation results ani monovariable approxi-
mation is caused by the approximation formula or by
the approximation of the distribution of the aggre-
gate demands per period by the normal distribution.
E. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section presents conclusions derived from simula-
tion runs performed in order to evaluate the performance of
the monovariable approximation formula when the total demand
distribution is approximated by the normal. For all simula-
tions presented in this section the range of possible param-
eter values is within the limits of the three restrictions
listed at the end of Chapter V.
Table 14 is a direct continuation of Table 13. The only
difference is that the distribution of the sum of demands is
now approximated by a normal distribution.
The average absolute deviations (in percent) are:
DEVMON = 11.1, DEVNSH = 10.4, and DEVPIA = 5.8. The 'DEVPIA'
column of Table 14 is almost identical to the 'DEVMON'
column of Table 13. The 'DEVNSH' column of Table 14 measures
the additional inaccuracy incurred by applying the normal
approximation instead of using the exact distribution for
the sum of demands as was done in Table 13.
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1 . Table 14: Runs with Identical _P_arameters_as
Table_13 * 7
N1 N2 P1 P2 MD SID Y Pi1 Pi2 Seai DEVMGN DEVNSK DEVPIA
10 15 0.2 0.8 14.0 2.0 16 100 200 909
12 18 0.4 0.6 15.6 2.7 19 300 100 109
15 12 0.7 0.6 17.7 2.5 20 100 300 891
10 20 0.3- 0.5 13.0 2.7 17 300 100 510
11 22 0.1 0.9 20.9 1.7 23 100 300 175
21 14 0.3 0.2 9.1 2.6 12 300 100 175
12 16 0.8 0.1 11.2 1.8 13 100 250 311
20 40 0.9 0.9 54.0 2.3 56 100 300 113
10 15 0.2 0.2 5.0 2.0 8 100 300 975
20 15 0.2 0.6 13.0 2.6 16 300 100 305
12 18 0.9 0.5 19.8 2.4 23 100 300 129
13 39 0.4 0.7 32.5 3.4 37 100 300 610
11 33 .05 0.1 3.9 1.9 7 3 00 100 711
18 12 0.2 0.3 7.2 2.3 8 300 100 111
10 40 0.3 0.5 23.0 3.5 25 100 300 637
Each run: 20,000 replications
If in one row of Table 14 the actual values of DEVNSH
and DEVPIA are either both negative or both positive then
the actual overall deviation (DEVdON) represents an accumula-
tion of DEVNSH and DEVPIA. Otherwise, when the signs of the
actual values for DEVNSH and DEVPIA are different then the
aggregate affect of DEVNSH and DEVPIA on the value of DEVMON
results in a partial compensation of their individual
affects. In Table 14 the actual values for DEVNSH and
DEVPIA have different signs in nine out of fifteen rows.
17DEVNSH = deviation in number of short's (in percent)
DEVPIA = deviation in average unit shortage cost
(in percent) .
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5.8 6.0 -0. 1
9.4 5.4 3. 8
22.9 10.8 1 1.0
5. 1 -1.7 6. 9
22.9 24. 1 -1.0
-8. 1 -7.7 -0.4
-8.4 2.7 -10.8
-2. 1 11. 2 -12.0




-33.4 -36. 1 4.2
-2.8 0.2 -3. 1
-3.9 -1.1 -2.8
. The average absolute deviations of DEVNSH and DEVPIA
indicate that about two thirds of the overall average abso-
lute deviation is caused by using the normal distribution as
an approximation for the distribution of the sum of demands
and the rest from applying the monovariable approximation
formula. It can be concluded that in the case of two demand
sources it is worthwhile to compute the exact distribution
of the sum of demands if the monovariable approximation
formula is going to be applied.
Simulation results for three demand sources are
displayed in Appendix C. The mean of the distribution of
the sum of demands is equal to 21.6 demands per period and
its standard deviation is egual to 3.75. These tables show
that the accuracy of the overall approximation decreases
with increasing Y. The following results (in percentages)
were obtained:
DEVMON DEVNSH DEVPIA
Y = 20 -1.3 0.3 -1.6
Y = 23 -3.4 -1.2 -2.2
Y = 26 -7.4 -4.7 -3. 1
These results indicate again that the accuracy decreases
as Y increases.
Appendix D contains results of fifteen simulations for
three demand sources. The fifteen cases of Table 14 were
expanded by one additional demand source in oriar to provide
a basis for comparing the results of Appendix D with Table
14. For each tableau of Appendix D the ratio Y/Mu* is about
the same as in corresponding rows of Table 14.
The average absolute deviations (in percent) are:
DEVMON = 5.8, DEVNSH = 4.2, DEVPIA = 3.8. For Table 14 they
were: 11.1, 10.4, and 5.8, respectively. The expansion to
three demands sources shows already a strong numerical
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influence from the Central Limit Theorem. The average abso-
lute deviation for the number of shortages dropped from
10.4% to 4.2%. In six out of fifteen cases the actual
values of DEVNSH and DEVPIA have different signs which
reduces the overall deviation for those cases.
Conover's method [Ref. 8 p. 118] for computing tolerance
limits applied to Appendix D establishes that, with a confi-
dence level of 95 percent, at least 31 percent of the abso-
lute deviations (DEVMON) will not exceed 11.9 percent if the
three restrictions for the ranges of parameter values are
applied. This accuracy should be acceptable for most
applications.
Appendix E contains results of simulation runs for five
demand sources with one parameter set and three levels of Y,
i.e. mean, mean plus one standard deviation, and mean plus
1.5 standard deviations. The deviations (in percent) are:
DEVMON DEVNSH DEVPIA
Y = 42 0.9 0.0 0.9
Y = 46 0.5 -1.7 1.2
Y = 48 -0.2 -2.3 2.2
These results indicate that an acceptable level of accu-
racy can be expected in the cases of five and more demand
sources.
F. SUMMARY AND C0NCI0SIONS
This chapter has shown that in case of two demand
sources it is worthwhile to compute the exact distribution
of the aggregate demands. In the case of three demand
sources, the benefit gained from computing the exact distri-
bution for the sum of demands is significantly lower.
However, if the numbers of repair cycles are small - which
means a relatively small computational effort is required in
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computing the exact distribution of the sum of demands - it
is recommended that the exact distriDution for the sum of
demands be computed instead of using the normal approxima-
tion. Otherwise for the cases of three or more demand
sources the normal approximation should be applied.
All simulation results presented in this chapter indi-
cate that the sign of the actual deviations caused from
approximating the distribution of the aggregate demands
(DEVNSH) is independent from the sign of the deviation
resulting from applying the monovariable approximation
formula (DEVPIA) . If for a given parameter setting the
signs of DEVNSH and DEVPIA are different then the overall
deviation (DEVMON) represents a partial compensation of the
aggregated affects of DEVNSH and DEVPIA; otherwise, the
overall deviation is about equal to the sum of DEVNSH and
DEVPIA. Therefore, the impact of the normal approximation
on the variability of the accuracy will be stronger than its
impact on the expected level of accuracy.
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VII. SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS
A. SUMMARY
Chapter II proved that the monovariable approximation
formula for the expected shortage costs per period provides
the exact value for the expected shortage costs per period
in the case of any number of Poisson distributed individual
demands. Because the monovariable approximation does not
provide the exact value for the expected shortage costs per
period in the case of binomially distributed individual
demands as they are modelled by tne NARF model, two farther
approximation formulas, the hypergeometric formula and the
CDF formula, were introduced in Chapter III.
Chapter IV described the simulation methodology which
was used in Chapter V to evaluate the performances of the
three approximation formulas in the case of two binomially
distributed demand sources. Chapter V showed that the mono-
variable and the hypergeometric formulas provide about the
same level of accuracy. Both formulas provide significantly
more accurate results than the CDF formula. They are there-
fore the ones that should be used in applications.
Chapter V showed that three factors are significant in
determining the accuracy of the three approximation
formulas:
1. The occurrence of demand at the end of the repair
cycle improves the accuracy of the approximations.
However, in almost all "real world" situations which
are modelled by the NARF model, demand will occur at
the beginning of the repair cycle. The approximation
error incurred hereby will decrease as the numbers of
repair cycles increase.
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2. The accuracy of the approximations for the expected
shortage costs per period decreases as the available
quantity Y increases reflecting the fact that the
approximations are not so good in the upper tails of
the distributions.
3. If both unit shortage costs were the same, the
problem of approximating the expected shortage costs
per period is reduced to approximating the expected
number of shortages per period. The higher the vari-
ability of the unit shortage costs, the less accurate
is the approximation for the expected shortage costs
per period-
By imposing three restrictions on the range of parameter
values, an acceptable expected level of accuracy can be
achieved for the monovariable and the hypergeometr ic formula
in the cases of two demand sources. These restrictions are:
1. The number of repair cycles for each demand source is
greater than or equal to 10.
2. The mean of the sum of both demands per period plus
1.50 times its standard deviation should be an upper
bound for Y. 18
3. The ratio of the larger unit shortage cost to the
smaller is at most three.
Tolerance limits for the accuracy were computed from
simulation results in Chapter V. With a confidence level of
95 percent, at least 81 percent of the actual results from
the monovariable approximation formula will incur at most an
absolute deviation of 14 percent from the exact numerical
value of the expected shortage costs per period, and at most
16 percent in case of the hypergeometric formula. As a
18 If Y is equal to the mean of the sum of demands per
period plus 1.5 of its standard deviations shortages will
occur in about one out of 1 5 periods. This quantification
is a rough estimate derived from the standardized normal
distribution, i.e. P (Z> 1 . 5) =0. 067.
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general tendency, the hypergeometric formula seems to
perform slightly better than the monovariable approximation
formula, especially in the case when there are equal numbers
of repair cycles associated with each demand source.
Chapter VI expanded the setting to more than two binomi-
ally distributed demand sources. The problem with the
hypergeometric formula is that all possible permutations of
demands must be evaluated whereas the monovaciable formula
requires only the distribution of the aggregate demands per
period. Because the number of computations needed to apply
the hypergeometric formula increases rapidly as the number
of demand sources is increased, only the monovariable
formula was evaluated in the cases of more than two demand
sources.
Chapter VI showed that in case of two demand sources it
is worthwhile to compute the exact distribution of the
aggregate demands rather than using the normal distribution
to approximate the distribution of aggregate demands. In
the case of three demand sources, the benefit gained from
computing the exact distribution for the sum of demands was
significantly lower due to the increased computational
effort required. However, if the numbers of repair cycles
are small, that is not much of a problem and it is recom-
mended that in the cases of three or four demand sources
that the exact distribution for the sum of demands be
computed. Otherwise for the cases of three or more demand
sources the normal approximation can successfully be applied
if certain parameters are held within a limited range of
values.
All simulation results presented in Chapter VI indicated
that the signs of the actual deviations caused by approxi-
mating the distribution of the aggregate demands were inde-
pendent from the signs of the deviations resulting from
applying the monovariable approximation formula. If, for
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one specific parameter setting, the signs are different then
their effects on the overall deviation get partially compen-
sated. Otherwise, the overall deviation is about equal to
the sum of the two single deviations.
B. FACTORS TD BE CONSIDERED FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
In case of binomially distributed demand sources the
following factors should be considered.
The NARF model incorporates mutually independent binomi-
ally distributed demands. As was indicated in Chapter II,
the Poisson distribution can be used to approximate the
binomial distribution. The approximation provides an accep-
table level of accuracy if n>20 and p<0.3 5; or if
n>100 and np<10 [Ref. 10 p. 79]. If the actual demand
distributions at the NARF all exhibit such parameter values
then the monovariable formula can be used along with the
Poisson distribution for the aggregate demands.
As a last resort, simulation of the actual demand
behavior may be the only approach for determining the
expected shortage costs per period. In particular, if one
of the restrictions listed above is violated, simulation
should be used to estimate the expected shortage costs.
C. SUGGESTIONS FOR FDRTHER ANALYSIS
The approximation for the expected shortage costs
appeared to be more accurate when the timing of demand moved
to the end of the repair cycle and when the priority disci-
pline was based on expected demand. In the case of the
latter result, a minor change in the policy of running the
system is suggested.
As the stock gets more and more depleted during the
period a rational policy would be to reserve stock for
customers with the higher unit shortage costs and expected
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higher demands. The higher the variability of the customer
specific unit shortage costs and the lower the holding cost
pec stocked item, the greater is the benefit from switching
from a "first-come, first-served" rule to a more sophisti-
cated rule which allows for the different economic impor-
tance of the different demand sources. Analysis has to show
whether the costs for implementing this flexible policy are
justified by cost reductions in the sum of economic costs
associated with running the inventory system.
In the case of the former result, further study of the
influence of timing is warranted. Perhaps a shortage cost




COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SIHULATING TWO BINOMIAL DEMAND SOURCES
$JDB NAME: WILHELM F. NOEGGERATH
C DATE: JULY, 18TH 1984
C
C BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION. TWO DEMAND SOURCES
C - SIMULATION OF BERNOULLI TRIALS PER REPAIR CYCLE
C - MONOVARIABLE APPROXIMATING FORMULA
C - HYPERGECMETRIC ORIENTATED APPROXIMATION FORMULA
C - CDF ORIENTATED APPROXIMATION FORMULA
C
C VARIABLES:
C APPEOX RESULT OF MONOVARIABLE APPROXIMATING FORMULA
C AUX.. AUXILIARY VARIABLES
C AVECOS AVERAGE COST PER PERIOD
C BIAELI ELIMINATES BIAS IF TWO DEMANDS IN ONE TIME UNIT
C AND ONE UNIT OF STOCK LEFT ONLY
C COSCDF RESULT OF CDF- ORIENTATED APPROXIMATION FORMULA
C COSCRT COST FOR CURRENT SIMULATED PERIOD
C COSCUM CUMULATED COST FOR ALL SIMULATED PERIODS
C COSHYP RESULT OF HYPERGEOM. ORIENTATED APPROXIM. FORMULA
C COSSQ CUMULATED PERIOD SQUARED COSTS
C CTR COUNTS PERIODS IN WHICH SHORTAGES OCCUR DURING
C SIMULATION
C DEVCDF DEVIATION IN PERCENT OF RESULT CDF ORIENTATED
C APPROXIMATING FORMULA FROM RESULT OF SIMULATION
C DEVHYP DEV. IN PERCENT RESULT HYP3EO. APPROXIM. FORMULA
C DEVMON DEV. IN PERCENT RESULT MONOVAR. APPROXIM. FORMULA
C DMD SCALAR. CUMULATIVE DEMAND IN ONE PERIOD
C DMD1 ARRAY OF DEMANDS WITHIN ONE PERIOD CAUSED
C BY END ITEM #1
C DMD2 ARRAY OF DEMANDS WITHIN ONE PERIOD CAUSED
C BY END ITEM #2
C INTVL1 LENGTH OF REPAIR CYCLE FOR END ITEM #1
C INTVL2 LENGTH OF REPAIR CYCLE FOR END ITEM #2
C ISEED INITIAL SEED, GETS PRINTED
C ITMQIT INDICATES FOR WHICH END ITEM IN CURRENT SIMULA IED
C PERIOD LAST DEMAND SATISFIED
C MU SUM: MU1 + MU2
C MU1 MEAN BINOMIAL-DIST. DEMAND CAUSED BY END ITEM #1
C MU2 MEAN BINOMIAL-DIST. DEMAND CAUSED BY END ITEM #2
C N NUMBER OF DISCRETE TIME UNITS PER PERIOD
c it **** N MusT EE A MULTIPLE OF H1 AND OF N2 **** !!
C N1 NUMBER OF REPAIR CYCLES END ITEM #1 IN ONE PERIOD
C N2 NUMBER OF REPAIR CYCLES END ITEM #2 IN ONE PERIOD
C PI1 SHORTAGE COST ITEM #1
C PI2 SHORTAGE COST ITEM #2
C PMF PROB. MASS FCT FOR DMD PER PERIOD CAUSED
C BY E— ITEMS #1 AND #2
C PMF1 PROBABILITY MASS FCT FOR DMD PER PERIOD
C CAUSED BY E-ITEM #1
C PMF2 PROBABILITY MASS FCT FOR DMD PER PERIOD
C CAUSED BY E-ITEM #2
C P1 PROBAB. OF DEMAND CAUSED BY END ITEM #1
C IN ONE REPAIR CYCLE
C P2 PROBAB. OF DEMAND CAUSED BY END ITEM #2
C IN ONE REPAIR CYCLE
C REPLI NUMBER OF SIMULATED PERIODS
C SATDMD SATISFIED DEMAND
C SDCOS ESTIMATED STANDARD DEVIATION OF AVERAGE COST
C PER PERIOD
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C SDMEAN SDCOS AS A FRACTION OF THE MEAN ESTIMATE
C SEED SEED FOE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION
C SHEXAC EXACT FRACTION OF PERIODS IN WHICH SHORTAGES
C SHOULD OCCUR
C SHSIMU FRACTION OF PERIODS IN WHICH SHORTAGES
C OCCURED DURING SIMULAT
C SUM ACCUMULATES TO EXPECTED NUMBER OF STOCKOUTS
C U ONE RANDOM SAMPLE VALUE FROM UNIFORM (0,1)
C Y INITIAL QUANTITY AVAILABLE TO SATISFY DEMAND
C
C DECLARATIONS*
INTEGER REPLI, N-SEED, I SEED . INT VL 1 , INTVL2 , S ATD MD,
Y
C
tizfLi. n.szzu xsa&u, X 1 I J.M 1 V X.Z . XUaUm 1
,
N1,N2,DMD,DMD1 MOOO) ,DMD2]1000),IIMO.II,CTR


























C EACH EXECUTION OF THE FOLLOWING DO-LOOP GENERATES ONE
C VALUE FOR THE 'SHORTAGE COST PER PERIOD' BY SIMULATING
C ONE BERNOULLI-TRIAL FOR EACH REPAIR-CYCLE
C (I.E. INTVL1, INTVL2 ) OF THE END ITEMS
DO 300 1=1 , REPLI
J = 1
WHILE ( J.LE.N )
DMD1 (J) =
DMD2 (J) =
J = J + 1
ENDWHILE
DMD =
DO 100 J=1, N,INTVL1
CALL SRND (SEED , U, 1 , 2 , 0)
IF (U(1) .LE.P1) THEN
DMD1 (J) = 1




CALL SRND (SEED, U . 1 , 2, 0)
IF (U(1) .LE.P2) THEN
DMD2(J) = 1





C THE PROGRAM ASSUMES THAT THE DEMAND OCCURS RIGHT AT THE
C BEGINNING OF THE REPAIR CYCLE. THE VARIABLE 'BIAELI'
C COMPENSATES THE RESULTING BIAS. THE BIAS OCCURS IN
C SITUATIONS IN WHICH THERE IS ONLY ONE ITEM LEFT TO
C SATISFY DEMAND AND THERE ARE TtfO DEMANDS OCCURRING
C IN THAT TIME UNIT. IN THE PROGRAM ALWAYS THE SAME
C DEMAND SOURCE GETS SERVED FIRST.
C
C THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE DEMAND OCCURS RI3HT AT THE BE-
C GINNING OF THE REPAIR CYCLE IS OF MORE IMPORTANCE FOR
C THE NUMERICAL RESULT OF THE SIMULATION THE SMALLER AND
C THE MORE DIFFERENT THE NUMBERS OF REPAIR CYCLES ARE.
C
BIAELI = 0.




IF ( DMD1 (J) . EQ.1 ) THEN




SATDMD. EQ. Y ) QUIT
DMD2 (J) . EQ. 1 ) THEN




IF ( SATDMD. EQ. Y ) QUIT
J = J + 1
ENDLOOP
IF ([ DMD2(J).EQ.1 ). AND. ( ITMQIT. EQ . 1) ) THEN




IF ( DMD .GT.Y ) THEN





COSCRT = COSCRT + FLOAT (DMD 1 ( J) ) * PI 1
+ FLOAT (DMD2 (J) ) *PI2I!




C 'COSCUM' AND 'COSSQ' CUMULATE THE VALUES rfHICH ARE LATER
C ON NEEDED FOR COMPUTATION OF THE SAMPLE MEAN AND
C ESTIMATED STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE SAMPLE MEAN.
COSCUM = COSCUM +COSCRT





MU1 = P1*FL0AT (N1)
MU2 = P2*FL0AT (N2)
MU = MU1 + MU2
C
C COMPUTATION OF SAMPLE MEAN AS tfEAN ESTIMATE AND
C COMPUTATION OF ESTIMATED STANDARD DEVIATION OF
C MEAN ESTIMATE
C
AVECOS = COSCUM/FLOAT (EEPLI)
AUX = C0SCUM**2/FLOAT (REPLI)
AUX1 = FLOAT (REPLI) *FLOAT (REPLI- 1)
SDCOS =SQRT ({COSSQ- AUX) /AUX1)
WRITE (9,6QT) REP1I.N, ISEED,H1 ,P1 ,M01,PI1 , Y, N2,P2
,
* MU2,PI2
601 FORMATS' • ,71 ( • *M ,/, • REPLICATIONS: '16 ,124,
* 'TIME UNITS PER PERIOD :
'
# 14 , T53 , * INIT-SEED = ' , 1 1 0, //,
* « # OF REPCYCLS 1:',I3,' P1=',F6.4,' MU1=',F7.2,
* ' PI1='
* F7.2.T67, • Y=' 14,/, ' # OF REPCYCLS 2:', 13,
* ' P2=' F6.4,' MU2=',F7.2,' Pr2=',F7.2,/ )
WRITE (9,602) AVECOS, SDCOS
602 FORMAT(' ' , 'RESULT OF BERNOULLI TRIALS FDR EACH',
* » REPAIR CYCLE:
' /,
* » ESTIMATED MEAN OF SHORTAGE COSTS PER',
* » PERIOD' ,F8. 3,/,
*' ESTIMATED ST-DEV. FOR ESTIMATE OF THE MEAN:',F8.3)
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C APPLYING THE MONOVARIABLE APPROXIMATING FORMULA AND
C EVALUATING THE EXACT EXPECTED FRACTION OF PERIODS
C IN WHICH SHORTAGES OCCUR
1 =
WHILE ( I. LE. N1 )
PMFT (1+ 1) =DGAMMA (DFLOAT (N1 + 1) ) /
* (DGAMMA (DFLOAT (N1-I+1) )
*
* DGAMMA (DFLOAT (1*1) ) )
C
C
PMF1(I+1) = PMF1 (1+1) *(DBLE (Pi) ) **I *
'1-0







* DGAMMA (DFLOAT (1+ 1) )
:L ( I.LE. N2 )
PMF2 (1+ 1) =DGAMMA (DFLOATJN2+ 1 ) ) /
(N 2-1+1
PMF2(I+1) = PMF2 (1+1) *(DBLE (P2) ) **I *




WHILE ( I. LE.N1+N2 )
PMF(I+1) = 0.0D0
1 = 1 + 1
ENDWHILE
1 =
WHILE ( I .LE. N1 )
J =
WHILE ( J . LE. N2 )
PMF (I+J+ 1) = PMF(I+J+1) + PMF1(I+1) * PKF2(J+1)






I = Y + 1
WHILE (I. LE. N1 + N2)
SUM = SUM + FLOAT (I-Y)*SN3L (PMF (I + 1))
SHEXAC = SHEXAC + PMF (1+1)
I = 1+1
ENDWHILE
APPROX=( (PI1*MU1 + PI2*MU2)/(MU1 + MU2) ) *SUH
WRITE (9,604) APPROX
604 FOEMAT {» ',/r' RESULT OF MONOVAR. ',
* 'APPROXIMATING FORMULA :
«






CALL HYPGEO (N 1 ,N2, PMF 1 , PMF2 , PI
1
,
PI2 , Y, COS H Y P)
CALL SUBCDF (N 1 , N2, PMF 1 , PMF2 , P1 1 , PI2 , Y , COSCDF)
C
c
C COMPUTATION OF SUMMARY STATISTICS
C
SHEXAC = SHEXAC*100.0
SHSIMU = (CTE/FLOAT (EEPLI) ) *100.0
IF (AVECOS. GT. 0.005) THEN
DEVCDF= ( COSCDF /AVECOS - 1.0)*100-0
DEVKYP= ( CCSHYP /AVECOS - 1.0)*100.0
DEVMON= (APPEOX/AVECOS - 1.0)*100.0
SDMEAN = (SDCOS/AVECOS) *100.0
WEITE (9,605) MU , SHEXAC .SHSIMU , SDMEAN, DEVMON,
* DEVHYP,DEVCDF
605 FOEMAT (• SUMMARY: M3= , f F5.2-' SHEXAC=»,
* F6.2,'% SHSIMU=*,F6. 2, •£'//,
* ' SD/MEAN=» ,F6. 1,' % DEVMON=* F6 . 1 , % % .
* T39,«DEVHYP=',F6. 1,153, '7o DEVCDF= ' , F6. 1 , %)
ELSE
WEITE (9,606) MU,SHEXAC,SHSIMU
606 FOEMAT (' SUMMAEY: MU=',F5.2,' SHEXAC=',
* F6.2,'9b SHSIMU = *,F6. 2, f S» ,//,
* • SD/MEAN= ******* DEVMON= ********* ,T39
,









C THIS SUBROUTINE HAS AS INPUT PARAMETERS:
C X1MAX MAXIMAL VAIUE DEMAND SOURCE#1
C X2MAX MAXIMAL VALUE DEMAND SOURCE#2
C PMF1 PR03AB.MASS FCT FOR DEMAND SOURCE# 1 ,
C ALWAYS HAS TO START AT ZERO (I.E. 0,1, 2, ...)
C PMF2 PROBAB.MASS FCT FOR DEMAND SOURCE#2 ,
C ALWAYS HAS TO START AT ZERO (I.E. 0,1,2, ...)
C PI1 SHORTAGE COST ITEM #1
C PI2 SHORTAGE COST ITEM #2
C Y PURCHASED QUANTITY
C COST RETURNS VALUE OF HYPERGEOM. APPROXIMATION TO
C MAIN PROGRAM
C
C HYPGEO EVALUATES THE EXPECTED VALUE OF SHORTAGE
C COSTS ACCORDING TO THE FORMULA FOR THE EXPECTED VALUE
C OF THE HYPERGEOMETRIC DISTRIBUTION FOR EACH POSSIBLE
C COMBINATION OF X1 AND X2
C
C THE SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS AN APPROXIMATE VALUE FOR THE
C EXPECTED SHORTAGE COST PER PERIOD
C
INTEGER X1MAX, X2MAX, SHORT,
Y
R E AL P1 1 P 1
2
REAL*8 PMF1M00 ),PMF2(100 ),COST
COST = o.ood
11 =
WHILE (11- LE. X1MAX)
12 =
WHILE (12. LE. X2MAX)
IF (11+12 .GT. Y) THEN
SHORT = 11 + 12 - Y
COST = COST + PMF1 (IU1) *PMF2(I2+1) *
* (DFLOAT (SHORT*I1) *DBLE (PI1)
* DFL0AT(SH0RI*I2> *DBLE (PI2) )
* DFLOAT (I1 + I2)
ENDIF
12 = 12 + 1
ENDWHILE
11 = 11 1
ENDWHILE
WRITE (9,601) COST
601 FORMAT (' RESULT OF HYPERGEO. APPROXIMATING'




SUBROUTINE SUBCDF (X1 M AX, X2 MAX , PMF 1 , PMF2 , P1 1 ,PI2
,
C * Y, COSCDF)
C THIS SUBROUTINE HAS AS INPUT PARAMETERS:
C X1MAX MAXIMAL VALUE DEMAND SOURCEfM
C X2MAX MAXIMAL VALUE DEMAND SOURCE#2
C PMF1 PRCBAB.MASS FCT FOR DEMAND SOURCE#1 ,
C ALWAYS HAS TO START AT ZERO (I.E. 0,1,2, )
C PMF2 PROBAB.MASS FCT FOR DEMAND S0URCE#2 ,
C ALWAYS HAS TO START AT ZERO (I.E. 0,1,2, )
C PI1 SHORTAGE COST ITEM #1
C PI2 SHORTAGE COST ITEM #2
C SHORT SHORTAGE #OF ITEMS
C Y PURCHASED QUANTITY
C
C COSCDF RETURNS VALUE OF CDF ORIENTATED APPROXIMATION
C TO MAIN PROGRAM
C THE SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS AN APPROXIMATE VALUE FOR THE
C EXPECTED SHORTAGE COST PER PERIOD
C
C SUBROUTINE INTERN VARIABLES:
C CDF1 CUMULATIVE PROBAB. DISTRIBUTION DEMAND SOURCE* 1,
C CDF2 CUMULATIVE PROBAB. DISTRIBUTION DEMAND SCURCE#2,
C Y1 ASSUMED SATISFIED DMD FOR END ITEM #1,
C TRUNCATED TC INTEGER
C Y2 ASSUMED SATISFIED DMD FOR END ITEM #2,
C TRUNCATED TO INTEGER
C W1 WEIGHT FOR SHORTAGE COST PI1




REAL*8 PMF1(100 ),PMF2(100 ),CDF1(100 ),CDF2(100 ),
* COSCDF, W1,W2
CDF1(0+1) = PMF1(0 + 1)
DO 100 I=1.X1MAX

















* ( (W1*PI1 + W2*PI2) / (W1+W2) )ENDIF
12 = 12 + 1
ENDWHILE
11 = 11+ 1
ENDWHILE
WRITE (9,601) COSCDF
601 FORMAT (* RESULT OF CDF APPROXIMATING',







COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SIMULATING N BINOMIAL DEMAND SOURCES
3> 70 R
C NAME: WILHELM F. NOEGGERATH
C DATE: J rJLY r 21ST 1984
C
C BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION, N DEMAND SOURCES
C - SIMULATION OF BERNOULLI TRIALS PER REPAIR CYCLE
C - APPLYING MONOVARIABLE APPROXIMATION FORMULA
C BY USING NORMAL APPROXIMATION TO BINOMIAL DISI'S
C
C VARIABLES:
C .AUX. AUXILIARY VARIABLES
C AVECOS AVERAGE COST PER PERIOD
C COSCRT COST FOR CURRENT SIMULATED PERIOD
C COSCUM CUMULATED COST FOR ALL SIMULATED PERIODS
C COSSQ CUMULATED PERIOD SQUARED COSTS
C CRTDMD VECTOR WHICH STORES ORIGINAL DEMAND OF CURRENT
C TIME UNIT
C CUMDMD CUMULATES DEMAND DURING PERIOD
C CTR COUNTS PERIODS IN WHICH SHORTAGES OCCUR DURING
C SIMULATION
C DEVMON DEVIATION OF RESULT OF MONOVARIABLE APPROXIMATION
C FOR EXPECTED SHORTAGE COST PER PERIOD FROM
C APPROXIMATION PESULT IN PERCENT
C DEVNSH DEVIATION OF RESULT OF MONOVARIABLE APPROXIMATION
C FOR EXPECTED NUMBER OF SHORTAGES PER PERIOD FROM
C SIMULATION RESULT IN PERCENT
C DEVPIA DEVIATION OF THE AVERAGE OF THE UNIT SHORTAGE
C COST AS USED IN THE NORMAL APPROXIMATION FROM
C THE AVERAGE UNIT SHORTAGE COST AS OBSERVED
C DURING SIMULATION
C DMD DEMAND MATRIX FOR ONE PERIOD
C (ROW=DMD-SOURCE f COL=T IME-U NIT)
C INTVL VECTOR WITH LENGTH OF REPAIR CYCLES FOR
C DIFFERENT DMD SOURCES
C N NUMBER OF DISCRETE TIME UNITS PER PERIOD
C *** N MUST BE A MULTIPLE OF EACH ELEMENT OF REPCYC ***
C NOFDMD NUMBER OF DIFFERENT DEMAND SOURCES
C NOFSHN AVERAGE NUMBER OF SHORTAGES PER PERIOD
C DERIVED FROM NORMAL APPROXIMATION
C NOFSHS AVERAGE NUMBER OF SHORTAGES PER PERIOD
C OBSERVED DURING SIMULATION
C P VECTOR - PROBABILITIES OF DEMAND
C IN ONE REPAIR CYCLE
C PI VECTOR - UNIT SHORTAGE COSTS FOR DIFFERENT
C DEMAND SOURCES
C PINORA MEAN WEIGHTED AVERAGE UNIT SHORTAGE COST
C PISIMA AVERAGE UNIT SHORTAGE COST AS OBSERVED DURING
C SIMULATION
C REPCYC VECTOR WITH #0F REPAIR CYCLES PER PERIOD
C REPLI NUMBER OF SIMULATED PERIODS
C SATDMD CUMULATES SATISFIED DEMAND FOR CURRENT PERIOD
C SDAVE ESTIMATED STANDARD DEVIATION FOR THE MEAN
C ESTIMATE FOR THE EXPECTED SHORTAGE COST PER
C PERIOD DERIVED FROM SIMULATION DIVIDED BY THE
C ESTIMATE I.E. DIVIDED BY THE SAMPLE MEAN
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C SDCOS ESTIMATED STANDARD DEVIATION OF SIMULATED
C AVERAGE SHORTAGE COST PER PERIOD
C SDNOSH ESTIMATED STAND. - DE VIATI ON OF
C NUMBER SHORTAGES PER PERIOD
C SEED SEED FOR RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION
C SHCRT #OF SHORTAGES FOR CURRENT SIMULATED PERIOD
C SHCUM CUMULATED #OF SHORTAGES FOR ALL SIMULATED PERIODS
C SHSIMU FRACTION OF PERIODS IN tfHICH SHORTAGES
C OCCURED DURING SIMULATION
C SHSQ CUMULATED PERIOD SQUARED #0F SHORTAGES
C U ONE RANDOM SAMPLE VALUE FROM UNIFORM (0,1)
C UNTDMD CUMULATES DEMAND FOR ONE TIME UNIT
C Y INITIAL QUANTITY AVAILABLE TO SATISFY DEMAND
C
C DECLARATIONS:
INTEGER CTR.CRTDMD (50) ,INTVL( 50) , N , NOFDMD, REPC YC (50)
,
* REPLI.SATDMD.SEED, UNTDMD, UNTSAT, XM AX . Y , CUHD MD
REAL AVECOS,C0SCRT,C0SCUM,C0S5Q, DMD (50, 100) ,P (50)
* PI (50) ,SDCOS, SDNOSH, SHCRT, SHCUM, SHSIMU, SHSQ,
* MU,U(1) ,NOFSHN,NOFSHS, APPRO X, PINO R A, SLAVE,
* PISIMA,BEVMON,DEVNSH,DEVPIA
C
C WITH THE CURRENT DIMENSION THE PROGRAM IS ABLE TO HANDLE
C 50 DEMAND DISTRIBUTIONS FOR A PERIOD OF 100 TIME UNITS.
C FOR SETTINGS OF MORE THAN 50 DISTRIBUTIONS OR MORE THAN




READ (5,10) NOFDMD, N,Y,REPLI
10 FORMAT (7X,I3,8X,I4,6X,I4,19X,I7)
WHILE (I. LE. NOFDMD)
READ J[5,20) REPCYC (I) ,P (I) ,PI (I)20 FORMAT (2 1X,I3, 9X, F6. 4 , 13X, F8.,2)
1 = 1 + 1
ENDWHILE
WRITE (9-30) NOFDMD, N,REPLI, SEED
30 FORMAT (* • , ' NOFDMD=
•
, 12 , • #OF TIME UNITS=',I3,
* REPLI=',I5,' I-SEED=' ,18.//,
* T2,'#OF REP-» .T13' PROBA- 1 -T38, 1 UNIT-SHORT. ',
* T55, 'FIT' A 12, ' CYCLES ', 1 1 3, 'BILITY' ,T25,
*
_
'MEAN' ,T38,*C0ST' ,T53, 'N*P' ,T58, 'N*Q f ,/)
WHILE {I. LE. NOFDMD)
AUX = FLOAT (REPCYC
AUX1 = FLOAT (REPCYC
WRITE (9,40) I.REPCYC'(I) ,*I,P (I)',I',AUX,I,PI (I)
* AUX AUX 1
40 FORMAT (' ' , 12, ' : • , 13 ,16 , • : ',F4.2,I6 ': •
* F6.2.I5,': ',F7.2, 3X , F5. 1 , F5 . 1)
INTVL (I) = N/REPCYC (I)
(I)) *P(I)
i *(1.o-p(in






DO 50 1=1, NOFDMD
MU = FLOAT (REPCYC (I) ) *P (I)
SUMMU = SUMMU + MU
SUMVAR = SUMVAR + MU* ( 1 . 0-P ( I) )
XMAX = XMAX + REPCYC (I)
50 CONTINUE
STDDEV = SORT (SUMVAR)
WRITE (9.60) SUMMU, STDDEV, Y, XMAX
60 FORMAT (' ', /.'TOTAL MEAN=
'
, F6 . 2, ' TOTAL S-DEV=',








C EACH EXECUTION OF THE FOLLOWING DO-LOOP GENERATES ONE
C VALUE FOR THE 'SHORTAGE COST PER PERIOD' 3Y SIMULATING
C ONE BERNOOLLI-TRIAL FOR EACH REPAIR-CYCLE (I . E . INT VL (I)
C OT THE END-ITEMS
C
DO 900 I=1,REPLI
DO 200 J=1, NOFDMD





DO 400 J=1, NOFDMD
IAUX = INTVL(J)
DO 300 K=1,N,IAUX
CALL SRND (SEED , U , 1 , 2 , 0)
IF ( U (1) .LE. P(J) ) THEN(
DMDjJ.K) = 1.









DO 500 L=1, NOFDMD
IF ( Dm6<L,K) .EQ. 1.0 ) THEN






DO 600 J=1, NOFDMD
IF (DMD (J,K) .EQ. 1.0) THEN




IF (SATDMD. GE.Y) QUIT
K = K + 1
ENDLOOP
C
C IF MORE THAN THE AVAILABLE QUANTITY GOT ASSIGNED
C TO THE CUSTOMERS A CORRECTION HAS TO BE PERFORMED.
C
C ADDITIONALLY THE EIAS CAUSED BY CHECKING THE DEMAND
C MATRIX ALWAYS IN THE SAME SEQUENCE HAS TO BE ELIMINATED.
C
IF (SATDMD. GT.Y) THEN
DO 750 J=1, NOFDMD
IF (CRTDMD (J) .EQ. 1) THEN











IF ( CUMDMD .GT. Y ) THEN
CIS = CTE + 1
DO 850 J=1,NOFDMD
DO 800 K=1,N
COSCET = COSCRT + DMD (J, K) *PI ( J)




COSCOH = COSCUM +COSCRT
COSSQ = COSSQ + COSCET**2
SHCUM = SHCUM + SHCET







AUX2 = COSCUM**2 R
AUX3 = FLOA -
SDCOS=SQET
NOFSHS = S„
AUX4 = SHCUM**2/FLOAT (REPLI)
SDNOSH=SQRT( (S HSQ-AUXU ) /AUX3)
SHSIMU= (FLOAT (CTE) /FLOA T (REPLI) ) * 100.0
WRITE (9,950) AVECOS, NOFSHS, SHSIMU , SDCOS, SDNOSH
950 FORMAT(' *,/,' SIMULATION: AVE-COST=
•
, F8. 2,
* ' #OF SH0fi"S=',F9.4,/,'SHSIMU = ' ,F6.2.





C COMPUTATION OF SUMMARY STATISTICS
C
IF (NOFSHS. GT. 0.00005) THEN
PISIMA = AVECOS / NOFSHS
IF ( (AVECOS. GT. 0.005) .AND. (PISIMA. GT.O. 005) ) THEN
SDAVE = (SDCOS / AVECOS) *1 00 .
DEVMON = (APPROX/AVECCS - 1.01*100.0
DEVNSH = (NOFSHN/NOFSHS - 1.0)*100.0
DEVPIA = JPINORA/PISIMA - 1 . 0) * 1 00.
'WRITE (9,960) SDAVE, PISIMA, PINORA, DEVMON , DEVNSH
,
* DEVPIA







970 FORMAT (• ',/,'NO SURVEY STATISTICS COMPUTED.',






SUBROUTINE NORMAL [Y-HOFDHD, EEPCrC.P, PI.NOFSEH, STDDEV
* SUM MU , X M A X , PIN RA , APPRO X)
C
C THE SUBROUTINE 'NORMAL' COMPOTES AN EXPECTED VALUE FOR
C THE SHORTAGE COST PER PERIOD ACCORDING TO THE MGNO-
C VARIABLE APPROXIMATION FORMULA BY USING A NORMAL
C DISTRIBUTION AS AN APPROXIMATION FOR THE DISTRIBUTION
C OF THE SUM OF DEMANDS PER PERIOD.
C
c
C SUBROUTINE INTERN VARIABLES:
C CDFL STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION EVALUATED AT LL
C CDFR STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION EVALUATED AT ;,L
C CRT CURRENT SUM OF DEMANDS ( GREATER THAN Y )
C LL (CRT - 0.5) TRANSFORMED TO STANDARD NORMAL
C RL (CRT + 0.5) TRANSFORMED TO STANDARD NORMAL
C SHORT CURRENT NUMBER OF SHORTAGES
C SUMPI SCALAR, CUMULATED ?(!)*?! (I); 1 = 1, ...,N
C
C DECLARATIONS
INTEGER NOFDMD, Y,REPCYC (9) , XMAX
REAL APPROX,SUMMU, MU, SUMV AR, S J MPI , P I (53) ,P (50) ,
* SHORT, STDDEV, NOFSHN, Z, PINOEA, CRT,
* CDFL, CDFR, LL,RL
C
SUMPI = 0.0
DO 1 1=1, NOFDMD
SUMPI = SUMPI + FLOAT (REPCYC (I) ) *P(I) * PI (I)
1 CONTINUE
SHORT = 1.0
CRT = FLOAT (Y+1)
NOFSHN =0.0
LL = (CRT -0.5 -SUMMU) /SIDDEV
C
C THE ISML LIBRARY SUBROUTINE 'MDNORf A,B )' EVALUATES
C THE STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION AT A AND passes ITS
C VALUE VIA THE PARAMETER 3 TO THE CALLING PROGRAM
C
CALL MDNOR ( LL, CDFL)
WHILE ( CRT. LE. FLOAT (XHAX) ) DO




CALL ( RL, CDFR)
NOFSHN FSHN + SHORT * (CDFR - CDFL)
SHORT = SHORT +1.0
CRT = CRT + 1.0
END WHILE
PINORA = SUMPI/SUHMU
APPROX = PINORA * NOFSHN
WRITE (9,2) APPROX. NOFSHN
2 FORMAT ( f ',/, 'NOEMAL-APPROXI.1. : • ,






SIHULATION RESOLTS FOB THREE DEMAND SOURCES, Y INCREASING
























































































SHSIMU= 30.36% SD-COST= 3.37
#OF SHOR , S=
SD-#OF SH 1 S=





SD/AVE= 1.36% PISIMA= 272.63$ PINORA= 266.67$
DEVMON= -3.35% DEVNSH= -1.19% DEVPIA= -2.19%


































SHSIMU= 9.80% SD-COST= 1.66
#OF SHOR'S=
SD-#OF 5H'S=





SD/AVE= 2.64% PISIMA= 275.29$ PINORA= 266.67$
DEVMON= -7.36% DZVNSH= -4.37% DEVPIA= -3.13%
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APPENDIX D
SIHULATION EESULTS FOR THREE DEMAND SOORCES,

































SHSIMO= 12. 6135 SD-COST= 1.09
#OF SHOR'S=
SD-#OF SH»S =





SD/AVE= 2.22% ' *PISIMA= 210.47$ PINORA= 209.09$
DEVMON= -0.37% DEVNSH= 0.29% DEVPIA= -0.65%








































































































































17.29 #OF SHOR'S= 0.0904
0.68 SD-#OF SH'S= 0.0033





























































































































































































SHSIMU= 17.13% SL-COST= 1.98
#OF SHOR'S= 0.5370
SD-#OF SH'S= 0.0105
NORMAL-APPROXIM. : AVE-COST= 99.36 #OF SHOR'S= 0.5167
SUMMARY STATISTICS:
SD/AVE= 1.94% PISIMA= 190.175 PINORA= 192.31$
DEVMON= -2.70% DEVNSH= -3.78% DEVPIA= 1.12%



















































































57.84 #OF SHOR f S=
1.44 SD-#OF SH'S=





SD/AVE= 2.49% PISIMA= 233.45$ PINORA= 218-135
DE7MON= -8.20% DEVNSH= -1.77X DEVPIA= -6.54%









































SD/AVE= 2.96% PISIMA= 151.55$ ?INORA= 152.63$
DE7M0N= 1.71% DEVNSH= 0.99% DE7PIA= 0.71%



























































































































#OF SHOH , S=
SD-#OF SH'S=







SD/AVE= 1.36% PISIMA= 272.63$ PINORA= 266.67$
DEVMON= -3.35% DEVNSH= -1.19% DEVPIA= -2.19%






























SHSIMU= 19.58% SD-COST= 2.16
#OF SHOR'S=
SD-#OF SH'S=





SD/AVE= 1.77% PISIMA= 228.78$ PINORA= 214.29$
DEVMON= -2.77% DEVNSH= 3.8 1% DEVPIA= -6.34%
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APPENDIX E
SIMULATION EESOLTS FOR FI7E DEMAND SOURCES
NOFDMD= 5 #OF TIME
#OF REP- PROBA-
CYCLES BILITY
1: 10 1: 0. 10
2: 30 2: 0. 30
3: 20 3: 0. 50
4: 12 4: 0. 70

























SIMULATION: AV f-COST= 333.30
SHSIMU= 43.77% SD-COST= 3.62
#OF SHOR'S=
SD-#OF SH'S=





SD/AVE= 1.09% PISIMA= 215.74$ PINORA= 217.66$
DEVMON= 0.93% DEVNSH= 0.04% DEVPIA= 0.89%






































































































































SD/AVE= 3.82% *PISIMA= 213.08$ PINORA= 217.663
DE7MON= -0.15% DEVNSH= -2.25% DEVPIA= 2.15%
APPENDIX F
OUTPUT TABLEAU OF THE SIMULATION PROGRAM FOR TWO DEMAND
SOURCES
************************************************************
REPLIC'NS: 100300 i TIME UNITS PER PERIOD:20 2 I- SE2D= 1 504493
#OF REPCYCLS (1) :4* P1 = 0.25 5 MU1 = 1.00 6 PI1= 100. 00 7 ¥=7«
#OF REPCYCLS (2) : 59 P2=0. 75i °MU2=3 . 75* » PI 2= 1003 . 00» 2
RESULT OF BERNOULLI TRIALS FOR EACH REPAIR CYCLE:
ESTIMATED MEAN OF SHORTAGE COSTS PER PERIOD: 13.437*3
ESTIMATED ST-DEV. FOR ESTIMATE OF THE MEAN: 0.365 14
RESULT OF MONOVAR. APPROXIMATING FORMULA: 11.77115
RESULT OF HYPERGEO. APPROXIMATING FORMULA: 9.3321 6
RESULT OF CDF APPROXIMATING FORMULA: 13.4391 7
SUMMARY:i 8 MU= 4.7519 SHEXAC= 1
.
36*2 SHSIHU= 1.36%2»
SD/MEAN=2.7%22 DEVMO N=- 12. 4% DEVHYP=-30.6 % DEVCDF= 0.0%23
************************************************************
Comments referrinq_tq the output_tableaa^
1. Number of simulated periods;
2. Length of one period;
3. Initial seed, necessary to reproduce identical simu-
lation result;
4. Number of repair cycles for end item no. 1 per
period. For instance, if the time period has a
length of 20 time units and the number of repair
84
cycles is 4 then each repair sycle has a length of 5
time units.
5. Probability of demand in one repair cycle for end
item no. 1
;
6. Mean demand for period for end item no. 1
;
7. Unit shortage cost if one demand caused by end item
no. 1 not satisfied;
8. Purchased quantity available to satisfy period
demand;
9. Number of repair cycles for end item no. 2;
10- Probability of demand in one repair cycle for end
item no. 2;
11. Mean demand for period for end item no. 2;
12. Unit shortage cost, one demand cause! by end item
no. 2 not satisfied;
13- Sample mean of the shortage costs per period as
observed during simulation;
14. Estimates precision of mean estimate.
15. Monovariable (Mcfiasters') approximation formula;
16. Hypergeometric approximation formula;
17. CDF approximation formula;
18. The last two lines provide a condensed simulation
summary.
19. Sum of expected demands from both demand sources for
one period;
20. The program computes the distribution of the sum of
the two binomial demand distributions and is there-
fore able to output an exact expected fraction of
periods in which shortages occur. In this example
1360 periods with shortages are the expected number
so the expected fraction is 1.36%.
21. Fraction of periods in which shortages occurred
during simulation. When compared to SHEXAC it
provides a numerical hint for the quality of the
random numbers generated during the simulation.
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22. The ratio of estimated standard deviation for the
estimate of the mean to the sample mean. SD/MEAN
decreases as the number of replications increases and
the confidence interval for the mean derived from
simulation becomes smaller. The value of SD/MEAN is
the basis for the decision as to whether the number
of replications ensures sufficient precision. The
number of replications must be traded off against the
desired precision.
23. DEVMON, DEVHYP, and DEVCDF express how far the three
approximation formulas deviate from the simulation
result. The complete last row allows a quick survey
about the performance of the approximations. From
the observed sample mean for the shortage costs per
period and its estimated standard deviation, a confi-
dence interval for the true unknown mean can be
computed. It can be used to determine the value of
the confidence level such that the confidence
interval for the true mean would include the values
of the approximation formulas. For instance if
SD/MEAN = 5% and DEVMON = -1055, it follows that the
value of the monovariable approximation formula is
two estimated standard deviations away from the
sample mean and would be covered by a confidence
interval with a confidence level of at least .9545
i.e. ?(|Z| < 2) =.9545 .
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